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In Brief
This volume of the LLE Review, covering April–June 2013, features “Improving Cryogenic DT Implosion Performance on OMEGA” by T. C. Sangster, V. N. Goncharov, P. B. Radha, T. R. Boehly, T. J. B.
Collins, R. S. Craxton, J. A. Delettrez, D. H. Edgell, R. Epstein, C. J. Forrest, D. H. Froula, Y. Yu.
Glebov, D. R. Harding, M. Hohenberger, S. X. Hu, I. V. Igumenshchev, R. Janezic, J. H. Kelly, T. J.
Kessler, C. Kingsley, T. Z. Kosc, J. P. Knauer, S. J. Loucks, J. A. Marozas, F. J. Marshall, A. V.
Maximov, P. W. McKenty, D. T. Michel, J. F. Myatt, S. P. Regan, W. Seka, W. T. Shmayda, R. W. Short,
A. Shvydky, S. Skupsky, J. M. Soures, C. Stoeckl, W. Theobald, V. Versteeg, B. Yaakobi, and J. D. Zuegel
(LLE); R. Betti, R. L. McCrory, and D. D. Meyerhofer (LLE, Department of Physics and Astronomy,
and Department of Mechanical Engineering); and D. T. Casey, J. A. Frenje, M. Gatu-Johnson, and R. D.
Petrasso (MIT). In this article (p. 145), the results from a series of cryogenic DT implosions are presented.
A flexible direct-drive target platform was used to implode cryogenic deuterium–tritium (DT) capsules on
the OMEGA Laser System. The goal of these experiments was to demonstrate ignition hydrodynamically
equivalent performance where the laser drive intensity, the implosion velocity, the fuel adiabat, and the
in-flight aspect ratio (IFAR) were the same as those for a 1.5-MJ target designed to ignite on the National
Ignition Facility. The implosions spanned a broad region of design space to study target performance as
a function of shell stability (adiabat) and implosion velocity. Ablation-front perturbation growth appears
to limit target performance at high implosion velocities. A trend in the value of the Lawson criterion for
each of the implosions in adiabat–IFAR space suggests the existence of a stability boundary that leads
to ablator mixing into the hot spot for the most-ignition-equivalent designs.
Additional highlights of research presented in this issue include the following:
• F. J. Marshall, P. B. Radha, M. J. Bonino, J. A. Delettrez, D. R. Harding, and R. Epstein (LLE), and
E. Giraldez (General Atomics) report the results of polar-driven direct-drive experiments recently
performed on the OMEGA Laser System (p. 156). These experiments have demonstrated the efficacy
of using a shimmed target (one with a contoured shell thickness) to improve implosion symmetry.
• W. Seka, J. F. Myatt, R. W. Short, D. H. Froula, and J. Katz have demonstrated that ~ /2 spectra and
images provide a powerful direct-drive, coronal plasma diagnostic for inertial confinement fusion
(p. 161). Spatially and temporally resolved half-harmonic spectra and images of laser-driven implosions show evidence of local, multibeam-driven two-plasmon–decay (TPD) instability. This instability
always starts with the multibeam absolute instability that rapidly evolves into the convective regime
extending between n c 4 # n e # n e 5. The lower density is determined by Landau damping. Judging
from the ~ /2 spectra, this instability is never observed in its linear stage, consistent with expectations.
When the target view included the target normal and the TPD threshold was exceeded, a sharp, redshifted ~ /2 spectral feature was observed that can serve as a convenient local electron temperature
diagnostic. Time-resolved electron temperatures revealed locally increased electron temperatures in
areas of enhanced overlapped irradiation intensities. Corroborating information was obtained from
spatial images taken in the blue portion of the ~ /2 spectrum.
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• B. Yaakobi, A. A. Solodov, J. F. Myatt, J. A. Delettrez, C. Stoeckl, and D. H. Froula report the results
of measuring the divergence of fast electrons in laser-irradiated spherical targets (p. 167). In recent
experiments using directly driven spherical targets on the OMEGA Laser System, the energy in fast
electrons was found to reach +1% of the laser energy at an irradiance of +1.1 # 1015 W/cm2. The fraction
of the fast electrons absorbed in the compressed fuel shell depends on their angular divergence. This
divergence is deduced from a series of shots where Mo-coated shells of increasing diameter D were
embedded within an outer CH shell. The intensity of the Mo-Ka line and the hard x-ray radiation were
found to increase approximately as +D2, indicating wide divergence of the fast electrons. Alternative
interpretations of these results (electron scattering, radiation excitation of Ka , and an electric field
caused by the return current) are shown to be unimportant.
• J. R. Davies, R. Betti, P. M. Nilson, and A. A. Solodov (Fusion Science Center and LLE) review the
published measurements and models of the cross section for electrons causing Ka emission from copper to find a suitable expression for analyzing Ka emission measurements in laser–solid experiments
at peak intensities above 1018 W/cm2 (p. 173). There exist few measurements in the electron energy
range currently of interest, 0.1 to 10 MeV, leaving a number of models that could be suitable. These
models are summarized with a number of typing errors corrected. Two different limiting forms for the
cross section at relativistic energies are used and existing measurements do not give a clear indication
as to which is correct. Comparison with the limiting form of electron stopping power indicates an
alternative relativistic form and indicates that the density effect correction will be important in copper
above 10 MeV. For data analysis relying on relative Ka emission caused by electrons with energy much
greater than the K‑shell binding energy, the existing uncertainty in cross sections is unimportant, but
it will be a source of uncertainty when using absolute values and for electron energies up to about 6 #
the binding energy. Ka emission caused by photons and protons is also briefly reviewed.
• H. P. Howard, K. Mehrotra, J. C. Lambropoulos, and S. D. Jacobs (LLE) investigate the fracture
mechanics of delamination defects in multilayer dielectric coatings (p. 187). During the fabrication of multilayer-dielectric (MLD) thin-film coated optics, such as the diffraction gratings used
in OMEGA EP’s pulse compressors, acid piranha cleaning can lead to the formation of chemically
induced delamination defects. The causes of these defects are investigated and a mechanism for the
deformation and failure of the MLD coating in response to hydrogen peroxide in the cleaning solution
is described. A fracture mechanics model was developed and used to calculate the crack path that
maximizes the energy release rate, which was found to be consistent with the characteristic fracture
pattern observed in MLD coating delamination defects.
Alexei Kozlov
Editor
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Introduction
Layered cryogenic deuterium–tritium (DT) capsules are
being imploded on LLE’s 60-beam OMEGA Laser System1
to demonstrate hydrodynamic performance equivalent to that
of a symmetric direct-drive target designed to ignite with the
laser energy available at the National Ignition Facility (NIF).2
Hydrodynamic equivalence implies that the shell velocity at
the end of acceleration (typically referred to as the implosion
velocity or Vimp), the in-flight aspect ratio (IFAR, defined as the
ratio of the shell radius and the shell thickness evaluated after
the shell has imploded to 2/3 of its initial radius), and the peak
laser drive intensity (IL) are the same as those of a symmetric
ignition design3 for the NIF. The demonstration of direct-drive
hydrodynamic equivalence is viewed as an important scientific
prerequisite for a polar-drive (PD)–ignition campaign on the
NIF later in this decade.4
The polar-drive concept5 was developed in 2004 to provide
a platform for directly driven implosions on the NIF while the
facility is configured for x-ray drive. A preliminary assessment of PD hot-spot target designs has shown that direct-drive
ignition might be achieved on the NIF with a laser energy as
low as 1 MJUV (Ref. 6). The experimental plan to support the
PD-ignition campaign is based on the validation of symmetric
direct-drive performance modeling (laser coupling,7–10 shock
timing11 and thermal transport,12,13 hot-electron generation,14
and adiabat control15) using cryogenic layered DT implosions
on OMEGA. Additionally, select 40-beam, ambient gas-filled
PD implosions are being used to confirm drive symmetry
modeling.16 Therefore, PD-ignition designs for the NIF will
be based on physics models embedded in the radiation–hydrodynamic design codes that have been validated against symmetric direct-drive–implosion data.
The cryogenic implosion database at the Omega Laser
Facility includes over 270 layered fuel implosions [roughly half
using pure deuterium (D2) fuel and half using DT]. The first
cryogenic D2 capsule implosions17 were performed in 2000
and cryogenic DT implosions18 began in late 2006. Among the
highlights of these experiments was the demonstration of areal
LLE Review, Volume 135

densities in D2 fuel in excess of 200 mg/cm2 (Refs. 12 and 19),
the demonstration of areal densities in DT fuel of 300 mg/cm2
(Refs. 3 and 20) (nominally the minimum areal density needed
to sustain a thermonuclear burn wave), and the demonstration
of yields relative to 1-D predictions in excess of 15% (Ref. 21).
This article describes recent progress toward demonstrating
ignition hydrodynamically equivalent implosion performance
on OMEGA. The following sections (1) discuss the concept of
hydrodynamic similarity and the requirements for OMEGA
target design; (2) present and discuss the data from a series of
cryogenic DT implosions spanning a design space that includes
ignition, concluding that target performance on OMEGA is
impacted by capsule surface perturbations leading to ablator
mixing into the hot spot; (3) discuss the origin and hydrodynamic modeling of these capsule surface perturbations; and
(4) plot all of the cryogenic DT data using the experimental
ignition threshold factor (ITFx) formalism described in Ref. 22
scaled appropriately for the target mass and laser-energy differences between OMEGA and the NIF. The ITFx formalism is
a convenient metric for comparing relative target performance
across a broad design space and is related to the generalized
Lawson criterion applied to inertial confinement fusion (ICF)
derived by Betti et al.23 Final concluding remarks are given
in the last section.
Hydrodynamic Similarity and Experimental Design
Hydrodynamic similarity can be used to extrapolate implosion performance from the 26-kJUV OMEGA to the 1.8‑MJUV
NIF laser. In this way, implosions can be performed on
OMEGA to probe the design space for targets on the NIF. In
Ref. 24, Betti et al. showed explicitly that an ignition design for
the NIF based on a specific adiabat (a, defined as the ratio of
the shell pressure to the Fermi-degenerate pressure), implosion
velocity, and laser intensity can be reproduced on OMEGA with
the same adiabat, implosion velocity, and laser intensity. While
this scaling should lead to the same peak stagnation pressure
and density in the OMEGA and NIF cores, the resulting yields
and fuel areal density will necessarily be lower on OMEGA
because of the smaller fuel mass and laser energy. Indeed, for
145
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hydrodynamic similarity, the target mass must scale as the laser
energy E L, the target radius as E 1L/3, the laser power as E 2L/3,
and the laser pulse length as E 1L/3 .

by changing the thickness of the ablator and DT ice layer and
adjusting the picket energies and temporal spacing to achieve the
desired adiabat at the inner fuel surface (the picket adjustments
are used to ensure the correct shock timing and radial convergence). Figure 135.2 is a scatter plot in IFAR and adiabat space
of recent cryogenic DT capsule implosions on OMEGA (i.e.,
each point represents an implosion on OMEGA with the indicated adiabat and IFAR). These implosions were selected from a
set of over 60 experiments (performed over the past 18 months)
based on a set of “physics quality” criteria that include target
alignment at shot time (within 15 nm of target chamber center),
ice-layer quality [less than 2-nm root mean square (rms) over
all modes], and pulse-shape quality (typically picket energies
within 10% of the design specification). The shaded region for

The assumption implicit in the hydro scaling argument is
that the ablation pressure and preheat sources are independent
of target scale (and facility). This is unlikely to be the case,
however, since the coronal plasma scale length on the NIF
relative to OMEGA will scale as the radius of the capsule
(approximately 4# longer) for hydrodynamically similar implosions. The longer plasma scale lengths will reduce the ablation
pressure via light-scattering losses and increased cross-beam
energy transfer (CBET)8 and increase the production of hot
electrons (and potentially fuel preheating) from the two-plasmon–decay (TPD) instability.14,25 Although these laser–plasma
instabilities do not a priori restrict the design space available
on OMEGA for ignition-relevant implosions, they may limit
the penultimate performance that can be achieved.

30

25

IFAR

The cryogenic target design for the experiments discussed
here is shown in Fig. 135.1. This design is scaled from the
1.5-MJ symmetric direct-drive–ignition design published by
Goncharov et al. in 2010 (Ref. 3). The capsule ablator material
[Fig. 135.1(a)] is pure CD (deuterated plastic) or CD doped with
a few atom percent of silicon (the dopant tailors the adiabat at
the ablation surface to reduce the imprint growth rate7). The
peak intensity of the triple-picket drive pulse [Fig. 135.1(b)]
is 9 # 1014 W/cm 2; the total drive energy is designed to be
26 kJ. The capsule radius is nominally 430 n m, which is
(1.5 MJ/0.026 MJ)1/3 + 3.9# smaller than the 1.5-MJ ignition
design (1700 nm).
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Figure 135.1
(a) The standard cryogenic DT capsule imploded on
OMEGA consists of a thin CD or doped-CD ablator fill
with several hundred atm of DT gas to create a 40- to
60-nm-thick ice layer. (b) The standard 25-kJ drive pulse
consists of a series of three pickets used to establish the
shell adiabat and control shock coalescence and a highintensity main drive.
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Figure 135.2
A scatter plot in IFAR–adiabat design space of 29 cryogenic DT implosions
on OMEGA. Each black circle represents an implosion with the specific postshot calculated values of IFAR and adiabat. The shaded region represents
the ignition-relevant region of this design space. IFAR: in-flight aspect ratio.

Based on the hydrodynamic similarity argument above, this
target platform can be used to access a broad region of design
space that includes the 1.5-MJ ignition design. With constant
drive intensity and laser energy, the Vimp and IFAR are varied
(a)
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2
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Figure 135.1(a) shows the range of ablator and ice thickness
used for the points shown in Fig. 135.2. The implosion velocities
range from 250 km/s to 380 km/s (e.g., a 9.2-nm CD ablator
with an ice layer of 48 nm is predicted to achieve a Vimp of
350 km/s). Although the adiabat, IFAR, and Vimp are calculated
quantities [based on the one-dimensional (1-D) design code
LILAC26], the Vimp is confirmed experimentally by measuring the implosion burn history using the neutron temporal
diagnostic (NTD).27 LILAC incorporates nonlocal thermal
transport12 and a stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) model8
to account for cross-beam energy transfer. A 10% change in
the predicted velocity is a timing shift of 150 ps in the NTD.
The absolute temporal accuracy of the NTD is 25 ps, so the
implosion velocity is known to within a few percent.
Measurements and Discussion
The ICF Lawson criterion23 can be used to connect the
design parameters Vimp, adiabat, and IFAR to the experimentally measured observables. These observables include the
primary neutron yield Yn, the compressed fuel areal density tR,
the hot-spot ion temperature T ion, the absorbed laser energy,
and the neutron burn history. The Lawson criterion is defined as
| = Px/Px(T)ign > 1 (Ref. 28), where P is the plasma pressure
and x is the energy confinement time. In Ref. 28, Betti et al.
derived an approximate 1-D ignition parameter based on the
generalized Lawson criterion
| _1-Di + btR

l

no a 0.8

no a
# bT ion

4.4l

1.8

> 1,

(1)

where T ion is given in keV and tR in g/cm2. The superscript
“no a ” indicates that alpha-particle energy deposition is
turned off in the 1-D simulations used to validate the analytic
scaling. Recognizing that implosion nonuniformities significantly degrade 1-D performance, the authors used a simple
three-dimensional (3-D) burn model to derive a generalized
Lawson criterion
| _3-Di + btR

l

no a 0.8

no a
# bT ion

4.4l

1.8

m
# YOC 3-D .

| + btR

l

no a 0.61

# a0.24 Yn

M fuelk

0.34

,

(3)

where tR is in g/cm2, Yn is in units of 1016, and the fuel mass
Mfuel is in mg. This form of | depends only on the measured
fuel tR and the neutron yield and is roughly equivalent to the
cube root of the experimental ignition threshold factor (ITFx)
derived by Haan et al.22
It has been shown24 that ignition hydrodynamically equivalent implosions on OMEGA occur for values of | L 0.16. This
can be satisfied for a range of areal densities and yields. Given
that a tR of +300 mg/cm2 has already been demonstrated on
OMEGA,3,20 a | + 0.16 corresponds to a yield of 4 # 1013.
These values of Yn and t R provide a convenient metric for
demonstrating ignition hydrodynamically equivalent implosion
performance with symmetric direct drive on OMEGA and are
consistent with an earlier analysis discussed in Ref. 20.
Figure 135.3 shows the dependence of the 1-D fractional
measured tR (tR/tR1-D) as a function of the calculated fuel
adiabat [Fig. 135.3(a)] and IFAR [Fig. 135.3(b)] for the database
shown in Fig. 135.2. As expected, the fraction of the 1-D tR
produced in the implosions is lower for higher-convergence,
lower-adiabat implosions. The trend of lower tR with decreasing shell stability is also clear as a function of IFAR. The measured fraction of the 1-D tR approaches 80% for values of the
adiabat above +2.5 and values of IFAR below +20 (note that
1.0

(a)

(b)

0.8
0.6
0.4
Offsets < 20 nm
Ice < 1.5-nm rms

0.2
0.0

(2)

YOC3-D is the ratio of the estimated 3-D yield to the predicted
1-D yield and m is analytically given as 0.64 but is between
0.4 and 0.5 based on fitting simulation yields with an ignition
criterion of | + 1. It is difficult to use this form of | to evaluate absolute implosion performance given the dependence on
simulations and the measured T ion, which is sensitive to fuel
motion. Therefore, Betti et al.24 modified Eq. (2) to remove the
LLE Review, Volume 135

explicit dependence on the YOC and replace the T ion with the
absolute yield Yn. This version of the “measurable” generalized
Lawson criterion for ICF is given by

tR/tR1-D

IFAR > 23 shows the approximate design space for ignition with
implosion velocities between 350 and 400 km/s.

E21738JR

1

2

3

Adiabat

4 10

20

30

IFAR

Figure 135.3
(a) The correlation between the ratio of the measured and 1-D–predicted areal
density and the calculated adiabat for the implosions in Fig. 135.2 shows a
drop in the measured tR for adiabats generally less than 2.5. (b) The correlation between the ratio of the measured and 1-D–predicted areal density
and the calculated IFAR for the implosions in Fig. 135.2 shows a drop in the
measured tR for IFAR’s generally greater than 17.
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the velocities for the implosions at these lower adiabats range
from 280 to 320 km/s). Burn truncation29 and 3He buildup in
the capsule caused by tritium b -decay can account for much
of the degradation relative to the prediction. Estimates of the
void pressure resulting from the buildup of 3He are sufficient
to cause a degradation of the predicted tR of 10% to 15%. The
1-D prediction for the points in Fig. 135.3 does not take into
account the increased pressure in the capsule related to 3He
buildup as the target ages.

gested by Figs. 135.3(a) and 135.3(b) is clearly evident. For this
set of experiments, the edge of the boundary can be roughly
defined as IFAR = 20(a/3)0.8. While Fig. 135.3(b) suggests that
the measured tR begins to deviate from the 1-D prediction for
values of IFAR > 17, the 2-D contour plot clearly shows that the
1-D tR is recovered for larger IFAR as long as the adiabat is
suitably large. This further confirms that the stability of these
targets is sensitive to design details that can be fully accessed
based on the flexibility of the target platform.

The t R measurements in Fig. 135.3 were obtained with
two independent instruments: the magnetic recoil spectrometer (MRS)30 and a highly collimated neutron time-of-flight
(nTOF) detector.31 The areal density inferred from the nTOF
is based on a different part of the (n,T/D) scattering cross section32 than that used in the reduction of the MRS data. While
the MRS measures the fraction of the primary yield forward
scattered by the compressed DT, the nTOF measures the (n,T)
backscatter edge at 3.5 MeV to infer the triton density in the
compressed fuel. The systematic error on the tR inferred from
the nTOF is somewhat higher (estimated to be <15%) than that
from the MRS (6%). However, where both measurements are
available (a small number of the experiments did not have the
nTOF available), the value of the tR used in Fig. 135.3 (and
subsequent analyses) is the average of the two measurements.

Figure 135.5 shows the measured (red circles) and 1-D–predicted (black circles) Yn [Fig. 135.5(a)] and T ion [Fig. 135.5(b)]
(a)
1014

Yield

1-D

1013
Measured
Ignition
relevant

1012
Figure 135.4 is a duplicate of Fig. 135.2 with contours of
constant tR/tR1-D based on the same database of shots. In this
two-dimensional (2-D) design space, a stability boundary sug-

(b)
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Figure 135.4
Contours of the measured areal-density fraction relative to 1-D prediction
( tR/tR1-D) show a steep drop for values of the IFAR above the line defined
by 20(a /3)0.8.
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Figure 135.5
(a) The predicted 1-D and measured yields increase with increasing implosion velocity. The adiabat was increased to reach implosion velocities above
330 km/s. (b) While the 1-D ion temperature increases linearly with the
implosion velocity, the measured temperature is fairly constant until the
implosion velocity exceeds 330 km/s. The shaded regions indicate ignitionrelevant implosion velocities.
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Figure 135.6 is a duplicate of Fig. 135.2 with contours of
constant Yn Yn 1-D [this is the ratio of the measured and simulated yields from Fig. 135.5(a), commonly referred to as YOC].
The vertical contours indicate that the measured yield depends
primarily on the adiabat for values of IFAR < 20 to 22. Only at
the highest adiabat does the yield appear to be independent of
IFAR for ignition-relevant values (a target is unlikely to ignite at
these adiabats with the energy available on the NIF). The YOC
for these few data points is >20%. The YOC for ignition-relevant
values of the adiabat and IFAR is generally less than 10%.
Yn/Yn1-D

24

>22.5
20.0
17.5

IFAR

22
20

15.0

18

12.5

16

10.0
<10

14
12

Data
2

TC10250JR

3
Adiabat

Figure 135.6
Contours of the measured yield fraction relative to 1-D predictions [yieldover-clean (YOC)] show that the yield depends primarily on the adiabat for
IFAR’s generally less than 20.

The largest value of | [Eq. (3)] in this data set is 0.09. For
this shot (and several others in the 0.08 range), the values of
the measured tR and Yn are approximately half of the values
needed to demonstrate ignition hydrodynamically equivalent
LLE Review, Volume 135

implosion performance. These highest-performing implosions
are not associated with ignition-relevant values of IFAR and
adiabat. This is seen in Fig. 135.7, where contours of constant
|/|1-D are plotted in the IFAR–adiabat space of Fig. 135.2.
The contours clearly show that relative to 1-D prediction, target
performance decreases with increasing IFAR and decreasing
adiabat. Not surprisingly, this is consistent with the stability
boundary identified in Fig. 135.4.

26

IFAR

as functions of the calculated implosion velocity. The measured yield increases uniformly with implosion velocity from
250 km/s to 380 km/s. The larger spread in the experimental
yields for Vimp + 300 to 320 km/s suggests that the shell is
becoming increasingly unstable as the implosion velocity
is increased. The data points at higher Vimp were therefore
acquired using a higher fuel adiabat to stabilize perturbation
growth at the ablation surface and the ice–gas interface. This
additional stabilization is clearly evident in Fig. 135.5(b), where
there is little variation in the measured T ion with increasing
Vimp until the fuel adiabat is raised to access Vimp above
+320 km/s. With the higher-adiabat implosions, T ion increases
rapidly with Vimp reaching 90% to 95% of the prediction at
380 km/s.

|/|1-D
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Figure 135.7
Contours of the measured | fraction relative to the 1-D–predicted | show a
steep drop with increasing IFAR for ignition-relevant adiabats (<2.5).

Together, these data suggest that as the design approaches
ignition hydrodynamic equivalence, the fuel shell breaks apart
during acceleration, leading to a drop in the burn-averaged fuel
areal density. The subsequent loss in the hot-spot pressure and
temperature leads to a drop in the primary yield. The shell
breakup during acceleration suggests Rayleigh–Taylor (RT)
perturbation growth from the ablation surface (as opposed
to deceleration-driven growth at the ice–gas interface). Such
growth would be expected to mix ablator material into the
core. This mixing is confirmed in Fig. 135.8, where the yieldnormalized x-ray emission from the core is plotted as a function
of the adiabat. The yield normalization factor comes from a
fit of the 1-D–predicted x-ray emission. When normalized to
Y 01.-57
D , simulated core x-ray emission is approximately constant
for all of the experiments. This is shown by the black circles
in Fig. 135.8. If carbon mixing enhances the core emission,
this should be evident when the experimental x-ray emission
0.57
is normalized to Y meas . These values are plotted as the red
squares. The data clearly show that when the adiabat is less
than 2.5, the core x-ray emission is strongly enhanced relative
to the high-adiabat experiments, whereas Figs. 135.4 and 135.6
show that the shell is likely integral through acceleration. The
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Figure 135.8
The yield-normalized x-ray emission from 1-D simulations (black circles) and
cryogenic DT implosions (red squares) is plotted as a function of the implosion
adiabat. The experimental points show a pronounced increase in the x-ray
emission relative to 1-D prediction for adiabats generally less than 2.5, indicating that this emission may be due to higher-Z carbon mixing into the core.

normalization of the experimental and simulated points at high
adiabats is arbitrary, as are the units of the normalized emission. The simulated x-ray emission used to establish the yield
normalization is restricted to the sensitivity range of the gated
x-ray imager used for the measurement (roughly 4 to 7 keV).
Capsule Surface Quality and 2-D Simulations
As discussed in Measurements and Discussion (p. 147),
the accumulated data suggest a high level of ablator mixing
into the hot spot at peak burn. This level of mix would require
a significant source of perturbations on the capsule surface to
drive CD into the core before stagnation. The shadowgraphybased imaging system used to characterize the ice-layer quality
was refocused to image the capsule surface. Figure 135.9 shows
a stitched image in pixel space of five capsule surface images
acquired at the same focal depth as the target was rotated. The
stitched image contains about 2/3 of the capsule surface and
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A detailed optical analysis of these defects confirms that
most of the features reside on the outer capsule surface and
originate during the high-pressure fill and cooling cycle
(Ref. 18 describes the permeation filling process and the DT
layering/characterization in detail), i.e., the features do not
correspond with fabrication defects identified prior to the fill.
A subset of the filled capsules has a small number of dendritic
defects on the inner surface of the CD shell. An analysis of one
of these inner surface dendritic defects following a controlled
depressurization of a filled capsule showed that the radial
depth is of the order of 0.1 nm or less, within the smoothness
specification for the capsule.
Every target imploded on OMEGA since January 2012
has had the surface defects analyzed based on images such
as the one shown in Fig. 135.9. The analysis identifies the
type of defect (outer surface or inner surface) and the defect
area. Figure 135.10(a) is a plot of the defect-size distribution
for the targets filled in 2012 (48 total). The average defect
size is +140 n m2; the imaging system is capable of resolving
features with an area as small as 20 n m2. Figure 135.10(b)
shows a histogram of the target defect frequency distribution
(bin size is ten defects). The defect count can exceed 100 on
a single target. The total defect area for the targets discussed
in this article ranged from a few thousand up to 15,000 n m2
(nearly 1% of the total capsule surface area). The variation in
defect count and total area from target to target and fill to fill
is not understood.
Two-dimensional simulations of a single isolated surface
defect suggest that the defects account for much of the observed
target performance degradation relative to 1-D prediction.
The implosion performance of several targets was simulated
by assuming a uniform distribution of constant-size defects

Figure 135.9
A stitched set of images of a cryogenic DT capsule surface during characterization. The image shows dozens of surface defects associated with the
high-pressure DT permeation fill. The defects are likely frozen gas contaminants in the DT fuel.
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shows dozens of surface “defects” distributed randomly (there
is no discernible pattern from one target to another) across
the surface.
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(80 n m 2) with a thickness of 1 n m. The thickness of the
defects cannot be measured with the optical imaging system
used to characterize the DT ice layer (limited spatial resolution
and contrast) unless they can be resolved on the limb of the
images. In some cases this has been possible; however, most
of the defects cannot be identified on the limb of the capsule
images. A thickness of 1 nm was used in the simulations as a
compromise: some will be larger while most are smaller. A 2-D
simulation with a single defect and reflecting boundary conditions was performed using a sector defined as 4r/N, where N is
the number of defects on the target. The reflecting boundaries
mimic the presence of neighboring defects in this simplified
2-D simulation. Assuming that the defects are identical and
uniformly distributed around a target, the predicted yield is
then N times the results of the simulation. The simulated ion
temperature and neutron-averaged tR are taken as the average for the target. Table 135.I shows the results for shot 66999
(August 2012). The first row is the 1-D prediction using LILAC
with nonlocal (NL) thermal transport and an SBS model to
account for CBET in the absorbed energy.8 The second row
is the 2-D simulation described above including single-beam
laser imprint33 but no isolated defects. The third row is the
2-D simulation including the average isolated defect with N =
150. The fourth row is the experimentally measured values.
The isolated defect simulation reproduces the experimental
Table 135.I: For shot 66999, the results of 1-D simulations including nonlocal thermal transport and cross-beam energy
transfer, 2-D simulations with imprint, and 2-D
simulations based on an isolated surface defect are
compared with the measured yield, areal density, and
ion temperature.

Shot 66999
1-D (NL + SBS)
2-D imprint
2-D defect
Measured

Yn (#1013)
7.9
4.5
1.8
1.2
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tR (mg/cm2)

238
242
151
175

Figure 135.10
(a) The defect-size distribution for the targets characterized
in 2012 show that the average defect size is about 140 n m 2.
(b) The frequency distribution of the defects on 50 targets
filled and characterized in 2012. Most targets have several
dozen individual defects.

T ion (keV)
3.1
3.4
2.7
2.5

measurements reasonably well, while the imprint-only simulations cannot explain the observed implosion performance.
The other simulated implosions show a quantitatively similar
behavior with respect to measured target performance. While
the number of defects simulated was larger than the average
number shown in Fig. 135.10(b) and the area of each defect was
less than the average shown in Fig. 135.10(a), the total defect
area was similar to the average of most targets in the 2012
database. The key point is that injecting the proper amount
of ablator material into the core via ablation-front RT growth
reproduces the experimental performance observables.
Further progress toward the demonstration of ignition hydrodynamically equivalent implosion performance requires that
these isolated defects be eliminated from the capsules. Few, if
any, of these defects are particulate in nature. Steps taken in
2011 eliminated the identified sources for particulate debris.
The defects are condensed non-hydrogenic gases entrained
in the closed DT-fuel supply; analysis confirms that the fuel
supply contains nearly 0.5% organics and hundreds of ppm of
nitrogen, water, and CO2. The organics are likely generated
by the energetic tritium b -decay electrons that liberate carbon
atoms from the CD capsule and the cryogenic epoxies used
in the target mounts (the target and support structures are
immersed in DT gas during the diffusion fill and the pressure
is ramped up to hundreds of atmospheres at room temperature
over a 24-h period). Since the DT fuel supply is operated as a
closed loop, organics formed during a fill remain entrained in
the fuel for subsequent fills.
The gases condense on the outer surface of the capsule as
it is being cooled under pressure. As the temperature of the
DT approaches the triple point, the DT liquefies, immersing
the capsule and effectively stopping further contaminant gas
condensation from the vapor phase on the outer surface. The
contaminant gases are presumably on the inside of the capsule
as well since the shell is quite permeable at room temperature.
The gases likely form monolayers on the inner surface as the
151
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Two facility projects are underway to eliminate these “trace”
gases in the fuel supply. The first is a PdAg filter34 that passes
only hydrogen into the high-pressure permeation cell with the
capsules. This filter will be implemented in early 2013. The
second project is an isotope separation unit that will remove
all contaminants from the DT-fuel supply including protium
(1H). Protium forms HD, HT, and HH molecules that lower
the effective triple point of the fuel, impacting layer formation
and the density of the void. This system is expected to become
operational in late 2013.
Experimental Ignition Threshold Factor
The goal of the National Ignition Campaign (NIC) was to
demonstrate alpha heating and ignition using indirectly driven
(ID) cryogenic DT implosions on the NIF.35 Using multidimensional hydrodynamic simulations, Haan et al.22 derived
a convenient metric (ITFx) for tracking the relative implosion
performance as capsule and drive parameters were tuned to
achieve the required implosion symmetry, fuel adiabat, and
implosion velocity. The ITFx is given by
ITFx _IDi = bYn 3.2 # 10 l # _DSR 0.07i ,
2.3

15

(4)

where DSR is the “down-scatter ratio” 36 in percent and
related37 to the total fuel areal density by tR (g/cm2) = 21 #
DSR(%), i.e., the normalization factor of 0.07 is effectively a
fuel areal density of 1.5 g/cm2. The normalization factors on the
yield and areal density are set so that an ITFx of unity implies a
50% probability that the target will ignite (given the spectrum
of tolerances used in the simulations). Symmetric direct-drive
(DD) implosions on OMEGA can be plotted using the ITFx(ID)
on an equivalent performance basis by using the standard hydro4.7
0.56
1/3
# M fuel, and
dynamic relations24 tR + E L , Y + T i # tR
T + E 0.07. The ignition Yn and tR in Eq. (4) can be replaced
by laser energy and mass-scaled quantities from OMEGA
cryogenic DT implosions. The OMEGA ignition-equivalent
ITFx is then
ITFx _NIF DDi = ITFx _ID Xi # aE NIF E Xk

1.28

# aM NIF

152

M Xk # aYOCNIF YOCXk ,

(5)

where ITFx (ID X) is Eq. (4) with the OMEGA (X) measured
quantities, E is the laser energy, M is the fuel mass, and YOC
is based on an equivalent perturbation spectrum for each facility.24 The assumption is that the YOC on the NIF will be higher
than on OMEGA for an equivalent perturbation spectrum,
given the larger capsule and consequent smaller perturbation
wavelengths. For E NIF = 1.8 MJ, E X = 25 kJ, MNIF = 0.17 mg,
MX = 0.02 mg, and YOCNIF = 50% and YOCX = 25% (best
YOCX for an adiabat of +3 and Vimp of +350 km/s),
ITFx _NIF DDi = 3505 # ITFx _ID Xi .

(6)

Figure 135.11 shows the distribution of the implosions discussed
above in a plot of measured yield and tR (as in Fig. 135.2 each
point represents an experiment). The blue squares are implosions using pure-CD ablators while the orange diamonds are
Si-doped ablators (typically a few atom percent of silicon in
the outer few microns of the shell). The red circles are from
a high-areal-density series of experiments performed in 2009
(Refs. 3 and 20). There is no discernible difference between
the doped and undoped ablators, confirming the conclusion
from Table 135.I that imprint alone cannot explain the current
target performance. Curves of constant ITFx (NIF DD) from
Eq. (6) are superimposed. The best-performing implosions on
OMEGA have achieved an equivalent NIF direct-drive ITFx
10.0
Si-doped–CD ablator
Pure-CD ablator
300-mg series (2009)
Neutron yield (×1013)

temperature falls below the various triple points. Based on the
characterization possible to date, there is no visible evidence of
crystalline or condensation-related features on the inner surface
of the CD shell. Any features on the inner surface would need
to first feed out to the ablation surface (where the amplitudes
would be quite reduced) to be associated with carbon mixing
in the core (recall Fig. 135.8).

ITFx
1.0
0.5
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Figure 135.11
The implosions represented in Fig. 135.2 are plotted according to the measured yield and areal density. Curves of constant NIF-equivalent direct-drive
ITFx [Eq. (6)] are also plotted. The blue squares are pure-CD ablators while
the orange diamonds are Si-doped–CD ablators. The red circles are from a
high-areal-density series of experiments performed in 2009 (Refs. 3 and 20).
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of nearly 0.2 (this includes the 2 # multiplier from the YOC
scaling). The highest tR to date in an OMEGA DT implosion
(+295 mg/cm2) produced an ITFx (NIF DD) nearly 3# less as a
result of the low yield. An ITFx (NIF DD) of unity is satisfied
for an areal density of 300 mg/cm2 and a yield of 4 # 1013, very
similar to the values derived by Betti et al.24 from the generalized Lawson criterion for ICF and discussed above.
It is apparent from Fig. 135.11 that recent experiments have
not produced areal densities above 200 mg/cm2 regardless of
the design adiabat and the implosion velocity. All attempts to
reduce the adiabat to increase the areal density led to a decrease
in both the yield and areal densities; at an adiabat of 3, the
measured yields and areal densities drop to below 10% and
50% of 1-D predictions, respectively (with ITFx values well
below 0.1). This suggests that ablation-front hydrodynamic
instabilities remain the leading cause of the breakup of the
fuel shell in-flight.
Conclusion
The goal of the cryogenic DT implosion experiments at
LLE is to demonstrate ignition hydrodynamic similarity.
Recent cryogenic DT implosions on OMEGA have probed a
broad region of design space that includes fuel adiabats from
<2 to 4, IFAR’s from <15 to more than 25, and implosion
velocities from 250 to 380 km/s. Several of the targets would
have demonstrated ignition hydrodynamic equivalence had the
measured performance agreed with the 1-D prediction. The
key to this rapid progress is the flexible symmetric direct-drive
target platform on the OMEGA laser. With the peak drive
intensity defined by the hydro scaling discussed in Hydrodynamic Similarity and Experimental Design (p. 145), the
adiabat of any layered DT target can be easily changed by
adjusting the laser-drive picket energies and relative timings,
while the implosion velocity and IFAR are set by the mass of
the ablator and ice.
The conclusion from the data and 2-D simulations is that the
stability of the imploding shell is compromised by dozens of
isolated outer-surface defects. These defects act as perturbation
seeds that grow rapidly at the ablation surface and mix ablator
material into the core. The defects that appear on the capsules
following the permeation fill process are most likely caused
by contaminant gases in the DT fuel supply that freeze on the
surface of the capsule as it is being cooled under pressure.
High implosion velocities are achieved with higher-adiabat
target designs that stabilize the hydro-instability growth at the
ablation surface. At the highest adiabats (4), the measured areal
LLE Review, Volume 135

density and primary neutron yield are >80% to 90% and $25%
of the 1-D prediction, respectively. Comparable performance
relative to 1-D at adiabats of 2.0 to 2.5 is needed to demonstrate
ignition hydrodynamic similarity.
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The unablated shell material in a laser-driven implosion
behaves much like the payload of a rocket.10 The final velocity of the unablated shell depends nonlinearly on the initial
shell thickness and the intensity of the laser light being used
to accelerate the shell through ablation.10 For polar drive, the
intensity varies as a function of both polar angle and time.
Optimizing polar drive is accomplished by picking the beam
shapes, beam pointing, pulse shapes, and target-shim profile
that result in the most spherically shaped implosion, leading to
the highest target gain. This is done experimentally and with
simulations using a 2-D hydrodynamics code. If it is assumed
that lateral mass flow in the imploding shell can be neglected,
then the simulations can be performed with a one-dimensional
(1-D) hydrocode, provided that the amount of absorbed energy
can be accurately predicted. To apply this to polar drive it is
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assumed that the average absorbed intensity is solely a function
of polar angle. The capsule thickness as a function of polar
angle needed to compensate for the angular variation of the
average intensity can therefore be determined from a series of
1-D simulations. This is illustrated in Fig. 135.12, where the
calculated trajectories of the fuel–shell interface Rfs as a function of time for two D2-filled CH shells with identical inner
shell radii (412 nm) and fill pressure (10 atm), but with differing
shell thicknesses of 24 and 27 nm, respectively, are shown. The
simulations were performed with the 1-D hydrocode LILAC11
for nominal laser conditions of 27 kJ of UV light in a 1-ns
square pulse (+1 # 1015 W/cm2 at a radius of 430 n m). The
27-nm shell implodes more slowly than the 24-nm shell. Rfs
is also shown for an intensity reduced to 80% of the nominal
case. This trajectory (dashed line) is nearly identical to that of
the 27-nm-thick shell at the nominal intensity.
A series of such simulations were performed to determine
the approximate shell thickness as a function of average intensity needed so that Rfs was the same as the nominal intensity
case at a time close to shell stagnation. Figure 135.13 shows
500
24 nm, 0.8 power

400
Radius (nm)

The polar-drive (PD) approach to directly driven, inertial confinement fusion1 is being pursued as a means of demonstrating
thermonuclear ignition at the National Ignition Facility2 (NIF)
with the beams of NIF in the indirect-drive configuration.
Extensive experiments have been performed on the OMEGA
Laser System3 to evaluate this technique.4–7 Ignition target
designs using cryogenically cooled, DT-filled CH shells have
been investigated using two-dimensional (2-D) hydrodynamic
simulations.8,9 These simulations suggest that gains of at
least 20 to 30 can be achieved using 1.5 MJ of laser energy to
irradiate a DT-ice-layer–bearing cryogenic target. In a recent
simulation study by Collins et al.,9 the drive symmetry was
optimized by using a combination of beam pointing, beam
shaping, pulse shaping, and target-layer shimming. Shimming uses an ideal ice-layer profile that is thinner at the target
equator, where the beam illumination is the most oblique,
and energy coupling to the target is reduced. The inclusion
of an ice-layer shim increased the gain of the ignited plasma.
Collins et al. also note that a shim applied to the CH capsule
could equivalently be used to shape the imploding plasma.9 This
article presents the first results of shimmed PD experiments
showing that improved implosion symmetry is obtained. The
experiments were performed on the OMEGA Laser System in
the PD configuration with D2-gas–filled, shimmed CH shells.
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Figure 135.12
Simulated fuel–shell interface Rfs trajectory for a 24- and a 27-n m-thick shell
at nominal laser conditions of 27 kJ, 1-ns square pulse, and for a 24-n m-thick
shell at 0.8 times nominal laser intensity.
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Figure 135.13
Simulated values of Rfs at t = 2.0 ns as a function of shell thickness for cases
of 0.75, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, and 1.0 times nominal laser intensity.

values of Rfs at t = 2.0 ns, when the fuel–shell interface is close
to a minimum, for shell thicknesses Dr from 24 to 27 nm, and
intensities I of 0.75 to 1.0 times nominal. A straight line was
fit to each set of values of Rfs for a given I. The value of shell
thickness Dr as a function of intensity that results in an Rfs of
49 nm at t = 2.0 ns was determined from these fits by linear
regression. The resulting equation for Dr in microns as a function of intensity is given by
2

Dr = 6.4 + 29.6 I - 9.0 I ,

(1)

where I is in units of the nominal intensity. The lowest even
mode intensity perturbation that could result from PD illumination is the second Legendre mode, i.e.  = 2. By restricting
the perturbation to this first even Legendre mode, the intensity
is given by
I _ii = I 0 >1 +

i2
`3 cos2 i -1jH `1 + i 2j,
2

(2)

where I0 is the intensity at i = 0 and i2 is the amplitude of the
 = 2 mode. When Eq. (2) is substituted into Eq. (1), the ideal
shell thickness profile is determined for this intensity profile.
The shimmed shells used in the experiments described in
this article were manufactured by precision machining at the
General Atomics (GA) Target Facility.12 The ideal target profile
was chosen by assuming that the average intensity profile was
10% prolate (i2 = +0.1)—a magnitude and sign likely to result
from PD illumination but otherwise an arbitrary choice. To
LLE Review, Volume 135

accomplish this process on a lathe using a single mounting
direction, it was decided to avoid machining the shells near
the poles (also the rotation axis of the lathe), avoiding errors
in alignment introduced by switching the mounting direction
of the target from one pole to the other. This leaves a region of
constant shell thickness near the poles. Figure 135.14 shows the
ideal profile, a modified profile that avoids the need to machine
the poles, and an actual measured profile for one GA-machined
shell. The modified profile is arrived at from the ideal profile
by setting Dr equal to a constant from 0° to 30° and then using
Dr = Dr(i l), where i l = (i –30°) # 1.5 for 30° # i # 90°. The
initial mean shell thickness for this shell was 26.5 nm, so all
values of the calculated profiles were shifted by 0.5 nm, and the
machining was performed with respect to this thinner profile.
The measured profile is close to the modified profile. Machining errors were kept to +0.5 nm from the desired thickness.
Three such targets were used in OMEGA experiments, and
the results were compared to targets that were manufactured
in an identical fashion at GA but did not undergo machining.
27
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Figure 135.14
Measured shimmed shell thickness as a function of polar angle compared to
the ideal profile and modified profile that avoids the need to machine near
the poles.

The experiments were performed on OMEGA in the polardrive configuration, where 40 of the 60 OMEGA beams are
used to illuminate the target.5 The experiments were performed
with 14 kJ of UV light (351 nm) using an +3-ns-duration,
triple-picket pulse shape,7 designed to keep the target on a low
adiabat, obtaining a high convergence ratio (CR, the ratio of
the initial fuel-shell radius to final fuel-shell radius). CR’s of
+19 were calculated for these experiments. The OMEGA laser
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beams were smoothed using 0.5-THz–bandwidth smoothing
by spectral dispersion (SSD),13 with polarization smoothing.14
The beam profiles were shaped using distributed phase plates
(DPP’s), resulting in a super-Gaussian beam shape given by
I/I0 = exp[–(r/r 0)n] with r 0 = 308 nm and n = 3.66 (Ref. 15).
Beam pointing was chosen by using the modified capsule
thickness profile as input to a series of DRACO 2-D hydrocode
simulations16 with varying beam pointing. Beam offset is used
to quantify beam pointing, with the magnitude being the distance from beam center to target center, perpendicular to the
beam propagation direction, and with a positive offset meaning
toward the equator of the PD axis.5 The pointing chosen (0-,
120-, and 140-nm offsets for rings 1, 2, and 3, respectively)
resulted in the most-symmetric implosion in the simulations.
This beam offset case is less than the case previously found
for spherically symmetric shells with polar drive described in
Marshall et al.6 (90-, 150-, and 150-nm offsets for rings 1, 2,
and 3, respectively). The beams were precision pointed to an
accuracy of +8 n m to these ideal offset locations using the
method described in Ref. 15.
The time-dependent shapes of the imploding shells were
measured with framed x-ray backlighting, using a 6-nm-thick
Ti foil illuminated by 8 of the 20 remaining OMEGA beams.
The beams were overlapped onto the foil, four on each side,
defocussed to a diameter of 0.7 mm. The foil was thin enough
(6 nm) to be nearly transparent to the principal Ti-emitting line
at 4.75 keV (He a), effectively doubling the backlighter brightness. The backlighter was placed on the opposite side of the
target from a high-speed framing camera17 having four strips,
each timed to capture an array of images from 10-nm-diam
pinholes, with a magnification of 6, spaced so that the separation in time of each image was 30 ps. The view of the target was
11° from the equator of the polar-drive axis, where the shapes
of the observed radiographs were almost the same as at the
equator (within +2% for pure  modes at this angle, see Ref. 5).
Absolute frame times were determined from observation of the
backlighter onset on the first strip, from the measured stripto-strip delay, and from the image-to-image time delay on a
strip. An absolute time accuracy of +50 ps was obtained with a
frame-to-frame time accuracy of +15 ps. As described in Ref. 6,
the recorded images were corrected for both film sensitivity and
backlighter intensity variation as a function of position and are
presented as the optical depth of the radiographed plasma as a
function of position. Figure 135.15 shows sample radiographs
of a spherical shell and two shimmed shells. The two shimmed
shell cases are shown to demonstrate repeatability. The times
are from the end of the laser pulse (+3.0 ns) to a time just before
shell stagnation (+3.5 ns). As can be seen from the images, the
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Figure 135.15
Sample radiographs of 500 # 500-n m regions centered on the imploding
plasma shell for (a) a spherical shell and [(b,c)] two shimmed shells, all
imploded with the same beam-pointing condition.

shimmed shells implode with a more spherical shape for this
beam pointing.
The shapes of the imploding plasmas are quantified by
fitting the positions of the observed peak optical depth as a
function of angle to the PD axis to a Legendre polynomial.
The shape of the plasma is well measured at times corresponding to CR’s of +7 or less. At later times (higher CR’s)
self-emission obscures the backlighter. Figure 135.16 shows
sample fits to both measured and simulated radiographs for a
spherical shell [Figs. 135.16(a) and 135.16(b)] and a shimmed
shell [Figs. 135.16(c) and 135.16(d)], both at the latest time measured. The simulated radiographs are determined from DRACO
simulations. The shell shape is included in the shimmed-target
simulations by a Legendre-mode decomposition up to mode 10
of the measured shell thickness. The simulations were postprocessed by the code Spect3D,18 which takes into account
radiation transport, spatial blurring (+15 nm), and integration
over the frame time (30 ps). Mode amplitudes (normalized to
the average radius) of the fits at all measured times for the two
most significant modes  = 2 and  = 4 modes (i.e., a2 and a4)
are shown for both the spherical shell [Fig. 135.16(e)] and the
shimmed shell [Fig. 135.16(f)]. The spherical shell develops a
significant negative a2 (+ –15%) late in time indicative of an
oblate shape. The  = 4 mode is significant and positive (+ +5%).
The shimmed shell target obtains a more nearly spherical shape
with a2 and a4 being K2% to 3% for all times measured. The
amplitudes determined from the simulations are close to those
observed. For the spherical target case [Fig. 135.16(e)], both
the sign and magnitude of a2 from the simulation match the
observations, whereas the magnitude of a4 is overpredicted
LLE Review, Volume 135
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compared to observations. This is also true for the shimmed
target [Fig. 135.16(f)], where both observations and simulations
show a small a2 but the simulation predicts a positive a4 of
+5% to 10%. This may indicate a difference in the actual and
predicted distribution of material in the plasma at that time.
Nevertheless, the shimmed target obtains the most symmetric
shape in both experiment and simulation for these cases.
(b)
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Figure 135.16
Fits to (a) measured and (b) simulated radiographs for a spherical shell, and
fits to (c) measured and (d) simulated radiographs for a shimmed shell, at the
indicated times. All regions are 500 # 500 nm. The  = 2 and  = 4 components
of the fits to the measured radiographs are shown in (e) and (f) along with
values determined from the simulations.

These results show that a shimmed target can improve the
symmetry of a polar-driven imploding shell but taken alone do
not demonstrate the benefit of using shimmed shells over just
beam repointing to control this shape. The combined benefit
is more aptly demonstrated by comparing the symmetry of
spherical targets imploded by polar-drive beam pointing,
chosen to give the best low-mode symmetry (a2 . 0), with the
shimmed target result of Fig. 135.16. Figure 135.17 shows the
modal fit to a radiograph of a spherical shell imploded with a
beam repointing of 90-, 133-, and 133-nm offsets for Rings 1,
2, and 3, respectively, (all other conditions the same) compared
to the shimmed shell with the beam pointing given above at
+100 ps before stagnation (3.4 ns) and with nearly equal average
radii (+70 nm). Note that for the spherical target a2 . 0, while
a4 . +16%. The plasma exhibits a “diamond-like” shape from
this significant positive  = 4 mode. In contrast, a2 and a4 are
both small (K2%) for the shimmed target, demonstrating the
LLE Review, Volume 135
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Figure 135.17
Fits to radiographs of (a) a spherical target with optimum pointing for the
spherical target (see text), and (b) a shimmed target with the pointing used
for the shimmed target experiments (see text). Both radiographs are of 400 #
400-n m regions just before stagnation of the shell. (c) Mode amplitudes from
Legendre polynomial fits to these shapes

combined benefit of beam repointing and target shimming in
controlling the shape of the polar-driven implosion.
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As demonstrated by these experiments, target shimming can
increase the low-mode symmetry over beam repointing alone.
Given the need to control the shape of PD implosions on the
NIF, and the anticipated benefit of shimming to increase the
ignition margin, these results indicate that further research into
methods to shape the DT encapsulating shell, and/or the DT
layer itself should be undertaken. Indirectly driven implosions
may also benefit from using a shimmed target, emphasizing
the importance of this method.
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Indicate Nonuniformly Driven Two-Plasmon–Decay Instability
in Direct-Drive Implosions
The two-plasmon–decay (TPD) instability is the decay of an
incident laser photon into two plasmons1,2 that can generate
energetic electrons, thereby preheating direct-drive inertial
confinement fusion (ICF)3,4 implosions and degrading their
performance. The phase-matching conditions for this instability
restrict it to electron densities of n e # n c 4 , where nc is the
critical density at which the plasma frequency equals the laser
frequency. This instability is generally accompanied by optical emission near ~ 0 2 and 3~ 0 2 , where ~ 0 is the laser
frequency. Above the TPD threshold, energetic electron production is frequently observed as evidenced by hard x-ray emission.
Various aspects of the half-harmonic emission from laserproduced plasmas were analyzed in 1985 (Ref. 5). In particular,
a sharp red-shifted spectral feature was identified as a result
of the absolute TPD instability6 in inhomogeneous plasmas6–9
that occurs very close to the n c 4 density. This feature is
most likely caused by inverse resonance absorption that can
efficiently convert the low-frequency TPD plasmons to photons.
Since the frequencies of these plasmons depend only on the
local electron temperature, this spectral feature also provides
a powerful electron-temperature diagnostic5 in close proximity
of the n c 4 surface. Absorption of this feature on the way out
of the plasma is significant (80% to 90%), but its intensity is
generally sufficient to make it readily observable.
The TPD instability was originally thought to involve only
a single laser beam. In 2003, planar-interaction experiments
and spherical implosion experiments10 at LLE demonstrated
that the TPD instability was a multibeam instability.11 At that
time there was no theory to explain the multibeam interaction,
energetic electron generation, or different onsets for the halfinteger harmonics and hard x-ray emission. The spectral extent
of the ~ /2 and 3~ /2 emission indicated that this instability
extended well into the convective TPD regime12–14 to densities
limited by Landau damping near n e # n c 5 (Ref. 11), where
kpmDe + 0.25 (kp and mDe are the longer of the two TPD plasmon
k-vectors and the Debye length). Over the past decade, significant progress has been made on multibeam TPD theories and
simulations using kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC),14–16 reduced
LLE Review, Volume 135

PIC (RPIC),17–20 and fluid-type Zakharov simulations.20–23
These simulations have shown that both absolute and convective TPD instabilities can be driven by multiple beams and that
beam configurations (number of beams, angles of incidence,
and polarization) determine the outcome. They also showed
that within +10 ps or less, the TPD instability is dominated by
nonlinear effects and saturation. This implies that the linear
regime of this instability is not observable experimentally.
Recent work at LLE showed the effect of beam configurations, polarization, threshold, and intensity scaling of hot-electron production resulting from TPD24,25 based on experiments
and linear gain calculations.
In this article we present the first precision (+5%), timeresolved electron-temperature measurements in different areas
of an imploding target and located in density space between
0.24 < n e n c < 0.25. These measurements indicate that close
to the TPD threshold, the measured temperatures agree well
with those predicted by hydrodynamic simulations, while above
the threshold, they typically exceed the simulations by up to
20%. The exact amount of the excess temperature depends on
the number of overlapping beams that drive the instability in
any particular area.
Experiments were carried out on LLE’s 60-beam OMEGA
Laser System26 using spherical targets. Each beam illuminates
the entire hemisphere of the target using distributed phase
plates (DPP’s)27 and smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD).28
Time-resolved ~ /2 spectra were recorded in three locations:
one through one of the beam ports (backscattering) and two
centered within a hex or pent port (see Fig. 135.18). The signals from beam and hex ports were collected near the target
chamber and fiber optically relayed to a time-multiplexed,
1/3-m spectrometer. The signal from the pent port was optically relayed to a similar spectrometer. Both spectrometers
were proximity coupled to ROSS streak cameras.29 Typical
spectral and temporal resolutions were +1 nm and +100 ps,
respectively. All streak records were routinely corrected for
geometric and sweep-speed nonlinearities to near 1% residual
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only the blue part of the spectrum (680 nm to 700 nm). (The
central ~ 0 2 wavelength lies at 702 nm.)
P
H

H
H

P

P
H

E22224JR

Figure 135.18
Schematic of the OMEGA target chamber with beam ports (shaded) and the
locations of hex (H) and pent (P) ports. ~ /2 spectra were recorded through
one of the beam ports and centered on one of the H and P ports.

nonlinearity. The two multiplexed spectra viewed the entire
target sphere, while the spectra recorded in the pent location
viewed an +50‑nm # 50-nm area on the target sphere.
Half-harmonic images were recorded on a charge-coupled–
device (CCD) camera at the center of another hex port. Colored
glass and an interference filter at the camera input integrated
over either the entire ~ /2 spectrum (680 nm and 720 nm) or
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Representative ~ /2 spectra recorded at the center of the
pent port are shown in Fig. 135.19 for two viewing directions:
one viewing an imploding target along the target normal
[Fig. 135.19(a)]; the other one displaced by +100 n m and
inclined by +10° relative to the target normal [Fig. 135.19(d)].
The sharp red-shifted spectral feature [Fig. 135.19(a)] is the
same as that previously identified with the absolute TPD instability.5,6 This spectral feature results from plasmon-to-photon
conversion30 via inverse resonance absorption of the lowerfrequency TPD plasmons whose k-vectors nearly vanish. The
multibeam nature of the instability is inferred from threshold
calculations. The absolute TPD threshold6,23 can be defined as
h = 1, where h = I 14 L n,nm _233 Te,keVi and I14, L n, and Te are
the intensity, density scale length, and electron temperature at
n c 4 in units of 1014 W/cm2, nm, and keV, respectively. For
the multibeam geometries prevalent on OMEGA, I14 represents
the sum of all the beam intensities that can contribute to the
absolute TPD instability at the point of interest.23 For the shots
shown in Fig. 135.19, the single-beam peak intensity toward the
end of the laser pulse was I14 + 2.35, Ln + 100 nm, and Te +
1.8 keV, resulting in h + 0.2, i.e., far below the absolute TPD
threshold. Using hydrodynamic predictions for these quantities
where I14 is the total intensity at quarter critical summed over
all angles of incidence, we note that h shown in Fig. 135.19(c)
is close to 1, i.e., the threshold. In fact, this average intensity
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Figure 135.19
Time-resolved ~ /2 spectra viewing a small area on
the target surface. (a) Spectrum taken along the target
normal; (b) schematic setup for time-resolved ~ /2
spectroscopy; (c) measured electron temperatures
(black dots), LILAC predictions (green line), laser
power (blue dashed line), and threshold parameter
h obtained from LILAC (red line); (d) equivalent ~ /2
spectrum taken +10° off the target normal.
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The broad ~ /2 spectral features do not reveal the generation processes but indicate the range of densities involved
in the TPD instability. The two TPD plasmons have frequencies ~ 1,2 = ~ 0 2!D~. Along the maximum TPD
growth-rate curve5,6,11 D~ /~ 0 = 4.4 # 10 –3 lTe,keV, where
l = k 1 : k 0 k 20 -1/2 (Ref. 5), and k 0 and k1 are the k-vectors of
the incident photons and the larger-k plasmon of the two TPD
waves. The absolute TPD instability near n c 4 has the lowest
single and multibeam thresholds,6,23,33 corresponding to l .
0.5 and Te,keV . Dm nm 3.1 for mL = 351 nm. The wavelength
shift Dm nm of the sharp red-shifted spectra in Fig. 135.19,
therefore, indicates an electron temperature at n c 4 of Te .
1.66 keV, in good agreement with 1-D hydrodynamic LILAC34
predictions [green line in Fig. 135.19(c)]. Near the Landau cutoff, the frequency shifts are 2 # to 3# larger but are of limited
diagnostic value since they depend sensitively on the wave
vectors probed.
Images of the ~ /2 emission provide significant information
regarding localization of the TPD instability (Fig. 135.20). Figure 135.20(a) was filtered for the entire ~ /2 spectrum (680 nm
to 740 nm) for an imploding target at Imax + 1015 W/cm2, while
in Fig. 135.20(b) only the blue ~ /2 component was recorded.
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Figure 135.19(d) shows the off-axis ~ /2 spectrum, which
is dominated by the broad blue-shifted spectral feature corresponding to TPD decays well below n c 4. These features
cannot be generated by mode conversion but require Thomson
scattering using one of the irradiation beams as the Thomson
probe. For the OMEGA geometry, the phase-matching conditions for generating ~ /2 radiation via Thomson scattering
are not satisfied for Thomson scattering off primary TPD
plasmons using any of the OMEGA beams as the Thomson
probe. These conditions can be satisfied, however, if the TPD
plasma waves roughly fill k space up to the Landau cutoff
density as predicted in the nonlinear evolution of the instability by PIC,16 RPIC,18,31 and Zakharov20,32,33 simulations. In
principle, inverse parametric decay could generate some of
these spectral features. This process is not very likely since
it is a higher-order process involving TPD plasmons and ion
waves with appropriate k-vectors.
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is an overestimate of the relevant overlapped intensity that can
drive the TPD instability, particularly if polarization smoothing
is included, which presumably halves the TPD drive intensity.
The discrepancy may be related to the speckle nature of the
focal spot for which peak intensities can easily be 3# to 5#
larger. The influence of speckles on driving the TPD instability
is presently being investigated using the Zakharov simulations.
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Figure 135.20
The ~ /2 images taken through a hex port (surrounded by six beams). (a) Image
of an imploding target for 680 nm < m < 740 nm; (b) same as in (a) but 680 nm <
m < 700 nm; (c) cross-sectional lineouts through the center of the target for
(a) and (b). LC: Landau cutoff.
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A scale is superposed in Figs. 135.20(a) and 135.20(b) translating the spatial information in the images into emission angles
in degrees. Figure 135.20(c) shows two lineouts through the
centers of Figs. 135.20(a) and 135.20(b). Figure 135.20(a) is
dominated by the sharp red feature that originates very near
its critical density. This emission is guided along the density
gradient because of the conservation of the wave vector perpendicular to the density gradient in the near-planar density
profile. This also explains the narrow emission cone angle
in Fig. 135.20(c), which is + 6° after correction for the f/10
imaging optics. Assuming planar geometry (valid considering
the dimensions and angles involved relative to the curvature
of the n c 4 surface), this narrow cone angle can be used to
estimate the maximum density from which the sharp red feature may be emitted. This maximum density is n e n c . 0.247
and includes the density region for the absolute instability,6
0.247 < n e n c # 0.25, depending on Te.
The ~ /2 image in Fig. 135.20(b) is consistent with the
spectra shown in Fig. 135.19. Since the sharp red feature is not
recorded, this image sees only emission from lower densities
(larger Dm) corresponding to larger emission angles. If this
source were isotropic over the entire quarter-critical surface,
this image intensity would drop off at the polar angle iLC +
37°, determined by refraction of ~ /2 light generated at the
Landau cutoff. The location of the Landau cutoff is indicated
in Fig. 135.20 by LC and the red dashed circles. There is only
scant emission at or beyond the Landau cutoff consistent with
past Thomson-scattering results.11 A halo of blue ~/2 emission
extends to the Landau cutoff with three areas of increased emission near the 12, 5, and 7 o’clock positions. The former is likely
caused by the six beams surrounding the hex port, while the
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The onset of ~ /2 emission in Fig. 135.21 is consistent with
the TPD thresholds6 if the intensity includes the total number
of overlapping beams that can drive the absolute instability
at a particular location. At the center of a hex port, six beams
overlap but their intensities are reduced by absorption (+10%)
on the way to n c 4 and the intensity profile (+10%) for a total
intensity of + 4.8 # the single-beam peak intensity. Near the
center of each beam, four beams can drive the TPD instability (Fig. 135.18). After accounting for absorption and beam
profile, the total intensity is +3.4# the single-beam intensity at
this location. (Higher-angle beams contribute insignificantly
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The relatively narrow central spike in Fig. 135.20(b) (+11°
half-cone angle) is consistent with a small TPD interaction
area centered on the hex ports. Analogous arguments hold for
the pent ports where the thresholds are +20% higher than in
the hex ports (five versus six beams as primary contributors
to the instability). In the 60 beam-port locations, four beams
can effectively drive the absolute TPD instability, albeit at
another 20% increased threshold intensity. The interaction area
estimates are very rough since they depend on the nonlinear
TPD plasma wave spectrum and the possible experimental
Thomson-scattering scenarios on OMEGA.
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latter correspond to the positions of the three neighboring pent
ports (Fig. 135.18) located at i + 37.5° or right at the Landau
cutoff. (The three neighboring hex ports are located 4° farther
out and emission from these port locations is not identifiable
in these images.) The angular resolution of these images is
severely limited by refraction and the large angle emission
of the broad ~ /2 features. It is therefore impossible to resolve
individual beams separated by +23°.
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Figure 135.21
The ~ /2 spectra taken for an imploding room-temperature
target at 9.3 #1014 W/cm 2 through (a) a beam port and (b) a
hex port. The laser pulse shape is shown in each panel.
The sharp red-shifted features in (a) and (b) were used
to measure Te in (c) and (d). Random error bars are equal
to the symbol sizes. Hydrodynamic predictions for Te are
shown in green. Arrows indicate the onset of ~ /2 emission
and estimated TPD thresholds.
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because of the intensity profiles.) Different onset times for the
TPD instability (white and black arrows in Fig. 135.21) are
evident in the spectra taken at the beam port and hex port locations. The onsets the Te increase and corresponding maximum
electron temperatures [Fig. 135.21(c)] in the two locations reflect
the different absolute TPD thresholds I th + IL n Te , where I is
the overlapped intensity and Ln is density gradient length. Both
I and Ln increase with time past t = 1.5 ns in Fig. 135.21. The
maximum temperatures vary over the quarter-critical surface
and locally exceed the average temperatures predicted by
hydrodynamic simulations by 10% to 20%. (At the onset of the
spectra, the measured temperatures agree well with the hydrodynamic simulations.) The measured temperature excursions
beyond the hydrodynamic predictions entail n c 4 surface
perturbations caused by pressure uniformity in the corona.
Such perturbations have been reproduced in two-dimensional
(2-D) hydrodynamic simulations.
In conclusion, spatially and temporally resolved halfharmonic spectra and images of laser-driven implosions show
clear evidence for the multibeam nature of the TPD instability,
its rapid nonlinear evolution, and its spatially limited extent.
The thresholds correspond to the multibeam-driven absolute
instability and are identified via a sharp red-shifted spectral feature. These thresholds agree with published absolute thresholds
after adjusting the intensity for multibeam effects. The broad
~ /2 spectral features that develop essentially simultaneously
with the sharp red-shifted feature are identified as the nonlinear
phase of the TPD instability that extends rapidly all the way to
the Landau cutoff covering the conventionally called convective
regime. There is no experimental evidence for a linear convective regime. These results are in good agreement with recent
fluid and kinetic TPD simulations. Localized Te measurements
and ~/2 images point toward localized temperature islands near
n c 4, where temperatures exceed the average by 10% to 20%
and entail localized surface perturbations.
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Measurements of the Divergence of Fast Electrons
in Laser-Irradiated Spherical Targets
Fast electrons produced by the two-plasmon–decay (TPD)
instability1–4 in direct-drive fusion can deposit their energy
into the nuclear fuel (preheat), leading to a reduction in the
maximum compression and target performance.5–8 Typical
direct-drive–ignition designs can withstand of the order of
+0.1% of the laser energy converted to preheat6 before significant degradation occurs. In recent experiments (both planar9,10
and spherical11,12), a Mo layer was used to determine the
energy in fast electrons as a fraction of laser energy, using the
Mo–Ka line. The energy in fast electrons was found to increase
rapidly with laser intensity. At the maximum laser irradiance
for spherical targets of +1.1 # 1015 W/cm2, the energy in fast
electrons was +1% of the laser energy. This is about 10 # higher
than the maximum that can be tolerated for ignition, and if
effectively coupled to the fuel, the effects would be prohibitive.
The fast-electron divergence established in this experiment,
however, limits the fraction of fast electrons that contribute to
preheat. The electrons in the recent experiments were nearly
completely absorbed by the Mo layer, providing a measure of
the total energy in fast electrons. However, in typical cryogenic
direct-drive experiments,13 the fraction of the fast-electron
energy deposited as preheat can be significantly less; only preheat of the compressed fuel shell can be detrimental to target
performance. Fast electrons are generated near the end of the
laser pulse4 when the density scale length reaches a maximum.
At that time the compressed fuel shell has converged to about
half the original target size.13 Fast electrons produced by TPD
are generated near the quarter-critical density layer, and if they
have a wide angular divergence, only +1/4 of the fast electrons
will be intercepted by the compressed fuel.
Knowledge of the fast-electron divergence is crucial in
assessing their effect on direct-drive experiments and ignition designs. The total energy in fast electrons (as well as
the fast-electron temperature) in fusion target implosions is
studied using the emitted hard x rays (HXR’s).7,14–16 Without
a knowledge of the divergence, the preheat in the compressed
fuel cannot readily be determined. This is because the relationship between the measured HXR and the number of fast
electrons depends on the atomic number Z; therefore (in D2- or
LLE Review, Volume 135

DT-filled CH shells) this relationship depends on the partition
of the HXR produced by the nuclear fuel and by the outer CH
layer. This partition depends on the divergence of fast electrons:
the higher the divergence, the larger the fraction of the HXR
coming from the CH (since more electrons miss the central fuel
shell and travel within the CH). Therefore, an understanding
of the fast-electron divergence in laser-fusion experiments is
critical for (a) determining the total number of fast electrons,
and (b) determining the fraction of the total that is absorbed
in the compressed fuel shell.
The fraction 1/4 stated above stems from the fact13 that at the
time of peak fast-electron production, most of HXR-emitting
CH mass is comprised within the original target volume.
Therefore the relevant fraction of fast electrons is stated with
respect to the total number of fast electrons intercepted by the
area of the original target surface. Electrons outside this solid
angle are not detected and are of no interest.
The divergence of fast electrons was studied with targets
[Fig. 135.22(a)] in which Mo-coated solid glass spheres were
placed at the center of nitrogen-filled CH shells. A series of
targets were irradiated with a 1-ns square pulse while varying
the Mo outer diameter D (+200 to 600 nm). The Mo–Ka line
as well as the HXR were measured; both are signatures of fast
electrons.9 To extend the measurements to larger-diameter Mo
shells (+800 nm), a Mo-coated CH shell target overcoated with
CH was used [Fig. 135.22(b)]. Figure 135.22(c) is a photograph
of the target type illustrated in Fig. 135.22(a), before being shot.
To ensure the same production of fast electrons in all the
shots, the outer target diameter was the same (860!1% nm), as
was the laser energy (26 kJ, to within !1%). To minimize target
motion, the outer CH thickness was 50 nm. This maintained
similar underdense hydrodynamic conditions by ensuring
a reproducible hot-electron source and limiting instabilities
that could result from the acceleration of the shell, therefore
decoupling the fast-electron transport from the hydrodynamics.
The Mo layer in all targets was +30 nm thick, which absorbed
most of the fast electrons. This prevented refluxing (the re-entry
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Figure 135.22
Target geometries: (a) Mo-coated solid glass sphere was placed at the center of
a nitrogen-filled CH shell. A series of targets with varying Mo outer diameters
was used to study the divergence. (b) To extend the divergence measurements
to a larger-diameter Mo shell, a Mo-coated CH shell target was used (overcoated with CH). (c) A photograph of a target of type (a) before being shot.

of fast electrons after reflection from the electrostatic sheath
around the target) and isolated the effect of divergence. The
space between the CH shell and the Mo ball was filled with
N2 at +1 atm to minimize electric-field effects. The 60-beam
OMEGA Laser System17 was used for these experiments and
was smoothed by distributed phase plates,18 2-D spectral dispersion,19 and polarization rotators.20
The Mo–Ka line was measured by two identical planar
LiF crystal spectrometers (XRS’s), as well as a Cauchois-type
quartz crystal spectrometer (TCS).21 The high-energy continuum spectrum (HXR) was measured by the four-channel
hard x-ray detector (HXRD) spectrometer22 from which the
fast-electron temperature was determined. The relative energy
in x rays above +50 keV, measured by one of these channels,
is reported in this article.
Figure 135.23 shows the intensity of the Mo–Ka line measured by the XRS and TCS, as well as the HXR radiation
measured by the HXRD spectrometer. The EGSnrc Monte
Carlo (MC) code23 was used to simulate the transport of fast
electrons and the emission of the Mo Ka and the HXR; these
results, assuming a wide divergence of the fast electrons, are
168

1000

Figure 135.23
The intensity of the Mo–Ka line measured by the XRS and TCS, as well as the
hard x-ray radiation measured by HXRD. The Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
results for a divergent fast-electron beam are also shown. The curve is the best
fit to the HXR data. The increase of the signals with the Mo-shell diameter
indicates a wide-angle divergence of fast electrons.

shown in Fig. 135.23. The incident fast electrons in the simulations are assumed to start from a point on the outer surface of
the target and move isotropically within a half space. Unlike
the Mo–Ka line, hard x rays are also emitted by the outer CH
shell (not just the Mo layer), but the emission from the CH is
independent of the Mo diameter (see Fig. 135.24); therefore, it
D = 806 nm
D = 388 nm

Ka
1
Signal (PSL)

E21989JR

400
600
800
Mo-ball diameter (nm)

Kb

0.1

0.01
17
E21991JR

K edge

19
21
Photon energy (keV)

Figure 135.24
The measured x-ray spectrum for two Mo-shell diameters, used to assess the
pumping of the Mo–Ka line by continuum radiation (above the Mo K edge).
The continuum is emitted mostly by the outer CH shell; therefore it is about
the same for all Mo diameters. PSL: photostimulated luminescence.24
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must be a fraction of the total HXR emission for the smallestdiameter Mo target. That fraction was determined by running
the MC code for an empty CH shell and was then subtracted
from the HXR signals of all targets. The spread of the points
can be related to the high sensitivity of fast-electron production
to the laser intensity. A !1% variation in both the laser energy
and the outer target diameter (!3% in the overlapped intensity)
corresponds to about !10% variation in the Ka and the HXR
signals.11 The curve is the best fit to the HXR data.
The results of Fig. 135.23 show that fast electrons have a
divergence extending at least to the original target diameter.
As explained above, this is the relevant measure in assessing
fast-electron preheat in cryogenic direct-drive implosions. The
x-ray signals are not exactly proportional to the area of the
Mo ball. MC simulations show that for the largest-diameter
Mo ball, electrons are significantly slowed down because they
traverse the CH shell diagonally and are significantly scattered
out of the Mo layer because of the large angle of incidence on
that layer. Without these effects the signals for D + 800 nm
would align closer to a D2 scaling. The most-obvious explanation for the close to +D2 rise in Fig. 135.23 is the wide-angle
divergence of the fast electrons. The exact shape of the rise is
unimportant; the very fact that the curve rises is an indication
of divergence since a radially directed electron beam would
result in constant signals, independent of D. The indicated
minimum fast-electron divergence is given by the solid angle of
the largest Mo ball at a point on the quarter-critical layer. Three
alternative explanations to the rise in signals were investigated:
electron scattering in the outer CH shell, radiation excitation of
the Mo–Ka line, and a radial electric field related to the return
current within the ionized N2 fill gas.
Electron scattering in the CH was shown to be relatively
unimportant by MC simulations using a narrow (<1-nm) radial
electron beam for various Mo diameters. For a non-scattered
beam, the energy in the Mo–Ka line should be independent of
D. Instead, the MC simulations showed that the energy rises
with D and reaches a plateau below D + 300 nm. Scattering
broadens the electron beam to an extent consistent with the
early rise in Fig. 135.23 but not with the rest of the curve.
The Ka line is excited by fast electrons but could also be
pumped by the plasma radiation from the laser absorption
region in the CH. Unless this contribution is small, the rise
of Ka yield with D may not reflect fast-electron divergence
(particularly since the radiation is isotropic). To examine
this contribution to the measured Ka energy, the spectra for
targets of two Mo diameters, + 400 and +800 nm, are shown
LLE Review, Volume 135

in Fig. 135.24. The ratio of the Ka line intensities for the two
shots is, as expected, about equal to the ratio in areas of the
Mo balls. The continuum, which is emitted by the outer CH
shell, is about the same for the two targets. The radiation contribution to the Ka line can be calculated through the integral
E R = # I c _Ei ~ K 7_K ai EA dE, where Ic(E) is the continuum
spectrum, ~K = 0.76 is the Ka fluorescence yield of Mo, and
the integral extends upward from the K edge (at +20 keV). Only
the relative intensity of the spectrum is required for calculating
E R. For the larger diameter, E R is less than +10% of the total
energy of the Ka line. For the smaller diameter, the relevant
continuum intensity is smaller than that shown in Fig. 135.24
because the Mo shell intercepts only a fraction (+1/4) of the
CH continuum. The relative contribution of the radiation is the
same for all Mo diameters (but can best be determined from the
larger diameter). Therefore, radiation pumping of the Mo–Ka
line is unimportant. Additionally, it should be emphasized that
the HXR measurements, shown to track the Ka measurements
in Fig. 135.23, are related only to the fast electrons, thereby
confirming the conclusions on fast-electron divergence.
The rise in the signals with D shown in Fig. 135.23 could
be related to a retarding radial electric field caused by a return
current that will reduce the values of the measured signals.
For a radially directed fast-electron beam, the effect would
increase with decreasing D2 because of the increase in the fastelectron current density at decreasing radii. This possibility was
addressed in two ways: First, the experiment was repeated using
a lower laser energy (18 kJ instead of 26 kJ). This reduced the
energy in fast electrons and consequently the electric field by
a factor of +80 (Ref. 11). Figure 135.25 shows the HXR signals
for the two cases (the radiation contribution to the Mo–Ka
line is larger for the low-power shots; therefore, the Ka data
were omitted in Fig. 135.25). The shape of the two curves is
approximately the same. If the rise in Fig. 135.23 resulted from
electric-field effects, rather than fast-electron divergence, we
would expect the lower-power curve to tend toward a constant
value with increasing D.
Additionally, the electric field resulting from a return current in the N2 gas between the Mo and CH shells has been
estimated (no space charges can build up because they will
lead to extremely high retarding fields). The total fast-electron
current density at the quarter-critical surface was calculated as
J hot _r1/4i = fhot eI L E hot , where fhot is the fraction of instantaneous laser power that is converted to fast-electron power, IL
is the laser irradiance, and Ehot is a typical fast-electron energy.
For the shots reported in Fig. 135.23, IL = 1.1 # 1015 W/cm2
and the HXRD-measured hot-electron temperature is +50 keV;
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800

Figure 135.25
The hard x-ray measurements for 18- and 26-kJ laser energies, indicating a
reduction by a factor +80 in the production of fast electrons, consequently in
the electric field. The D 2 curve serves merely to guide the eye. The similarity
of the two sets of data sharply reduces the likelihood of electric-field effect
on the results shown in Fig. 135.23.

(Refs. 11 and 12). Using Fig. 135.26(a), the instantaneous
fhot was determined and used to calculate the time history of
Jhot(r1/4). The calculated total current is of the order of a few
megaamperes, which is much above the Alfvén limiting current,25 forcing a return current density equal to Jhot(r). The
return current gives rise to a resistive radial electric field given
by E (r) = J hot (r) v (r), where v(r) is the parallel Braginskii
conductivity:26 v = 1.96 Ne2 x e m e in terms of the electron
collision time xe. We estimate v(r) using the temperature and
ionization of the N2 gas (no density dependence), simulated
by the hydrodynamic code LILAC27 for the case of a 200-nmdiam Mo ball. The fill gas was ionized by shock and radiation
heating. Figure 135.26(b) shows the estimated electric potential
drop across the N2 gas for several times during the laser pulse.
The time history of the field follows that of the HXR curve; the
outer surface of the Mo layer is seen to expand in time as a result
of heating by absorbed radiation; this is an additional source
of ionization of the fill gas. The maximum electric potential
is much smaller than typical fast-electron energy (+75 keV);
therefore, the generated electric field has a negligible effect on
the fast-electron current and the results shown in Fig. 135.23.

therefore, for a three-dimensional Maxwellian distribution,
Ehot + 75 keV. Figure 135.26(a) shows the time histories of
the laser power and the HXR for one of the shots shown in
Fig. 135.23. Note that most of the fast electrons are produced
in the latter part of the laser pulse. For a laser irradiance of
1.1 # 1015 W/cm2, the time-integrated value of fhot is +0.01

In conclusion, we have described a new technique for
studying the divergence of fast electrons in laser fusion using
Mo-coated balls embedded within CH shell targets. We have
shown that the fast electrons generated on the OMEGA laser
at an irradiance of +1.1 # 1015 W/cm2 are widely divergent.
This result greatly improves the outlook for direct-drive
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Figure 135.26
(a) The measured pulse shapes of the laser and hard x-ray (HXR) radiation. (b) The electric potential across the N2 fill gas resulting from the return current
produced by the radial fast-electron current is estimated at several times. The electric potential drop is much smaller than a typical fast-electron energy (+75 keV),
thereby eliminating electric fields as a possible cause for the signal’s rise shown in Fig. 135.23.
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laser fusion by reducing the expected preheat. It also enables
one to precisely determine the preheat in any given directdrive laser-fusion experiment by using an electron-transport
calculation in conjunction with a hydrodynamic code and a
single observable: the emitted HXR. For imploding cryogenic
targets on OMEGA, the maximum laser irradiance is +8 #
1014 W/cm 2 and the total energy in fast electrons is + 0.2%
of the laser energy,11 but the results reported here show that
only +1/4 of the fast electrons will intersect the cold fuel and
potentially preheat it. This reduces the fraction of fast-electron
energy converted to preheat to less than +0.05%, well below the
maximum tolerated. Therefore, preheat by fast electrons in current OMEGA cryogenic experiments is negligible. Polar-drive–
ignition designs28 for the National Ignition Facility (NIF)29
with peak intensities of 1.1 # 1015 W/cm2 show28 that the cold
fuel shell has converged by about a factor 2 around the time of
maximum density scale length; therefore, the same reduction
in preheat caused by fast-electron divergence is expected for
polar-drive–ignition experiments on the NIF.
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Copper K-Shell Emission Cross Sections
for Laser–Solid Experiments
Introduction
Fast-electron generation in laser–plasma interactions has long
been of interest for a variety of reasons, such as avoiding preheat during compression in inertial confinement fusion (ICF),
heating the compressed core of an ICF target for fast ignition,1
generating a shock in an ICF target for shock ignition,2 and
as a means to produce energetic secondary particles,3 such as
protons4 and gamma rays.5,6
K-shell emission7,8 is a widely used fast-electron diagnostic
in laser–solid experiments; it has also been used to provide a
source of x rays at a specific energy. The most commonly used
emitter in these experiments is copper. K-shell emission is produced when a fast electron knocks out a K-shell electron from
an atom in the solid target, which is then replaced by an electron
from an outer shell—a transition that leads to the emission of
a photon with a characteristic energy in the x-ray band. If the
outer shell involved is the L shell, the emission is called Ka; if
it is the M shell, it is called Kb. Ka emission is more probable
than Kb emission, so the majority of K-shell diagnostics used
in laser–solid experiments rely entirely on Ka emission. It is
assumed that the fraction of atoms with missing K-shell electrons, as a result of fast electrons or target heating, is always
negligible. A fundamental parameter required when analyzing
such measurements is the cross section for K-shell emission
by fast electrons. The objective of this article is to identify a
simple and accurate published expression for the K-shell emission cross section of copper. The principal motivation for this
study was the analysis of Ka-emission diagnostics in laser–solid
experiments at peak intensities above 1018 W/cm2, where the
fast-electron energy range of interest is roughly 0.1 to 10 MeV.
This work began with an analysis of time-resolved measurements of total Ka emission in laser–solid experiments;7
20-nm-thick copper foils were irradiated at normal incidence
by +1-ps laser pulses at intensities from 1018 to 1019 W/cm2, and
the x-ray emission was recorded using a streaked spectrometer.
While looking for a simple expression for the K-shell emission
cross section, a confusingly large selection of expressions was
found, some of which differed significantly from one another.
LLE Review, Volume 135

A number of nonrelativistic expressions that use 1/E in place
of 2/mev2, where E is the kinetic energy, me is the electron
mass, and v is the velocity, could be immediately discarded
as inaccurate at all energies of interest. Closer analysis of the
remaining expressions showed that a number of these differences were caused by typing errors, which were identified by
comparing the curves given with those in the respective papers,
by comparing similar terms used in multiple papers, and by
simple physical arguments. The only significant difference
that remained was whether the cross section varied as lnE or
ln(p2/2me), where p is the momentum, which made a difference at relativistic energies. Comparison with the standard
expression for electron stopping power suggested a third form,
not used in any of the expressions. Furthermore, it suggested a
reduction in the cross section at strongly relativistic energies,
known as the density-effect correction, which had not been
adequately considered. We then turned to measurements of
K-shell emission from copper made with electron beams to
select the most-accurate expression. Very few measurements
in the 0.1- to 10-MeV region were found, so it was not possible
to significantly narrow the number of apparently adequate
expressions. Too few measurements were found with differences between them that were too large to clearly determine
the correct limiting form at relativistic energies. Fortunately, for
analyzing our measurements to determine a mean fast-electron
energy, where only the relative Ka-emission rate as a function
of electron energy was important, these differences were found
to be irrelevant. They would be significant if absolute Ka yields
were important, for example, to determine the number of fast
electrons. To complete our study of K-shell emission, attention
was turned to other possible sources of emission in laser–solid
experiments, namely keV photons and MeV protons. A brief
analysis of K-shell yields for photons and protons showed that
the contribution from these sources may not always be entirely
negligible, as originally assumed.
Although this work concentrates on copper, which is the
most widely used in high-intensity laser–solid experiments and
in electron-beam experiments, the basic considerations apply
to any material and most of the expressions considered apply
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to any material. We have also included some discussion on the
variation with atomic number (Z).

Electron K-Shell Emission Cross Sections for Copper
K-shell emission cross sections vK have been measured
using electron beams passing through thin copper films, down
to a few nanometers in thickness, to a typical quoted accuracy
of better than !10%. The results, however, are always expressed
in terms of K-shell ionization cross section vion, given by
v K = fK v ion,
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Figure 135.27
Macroscopic K-shell emission cross sections for solid copper. Points are from
measurements given by Liu et al.,9 Llovet et al.,10 and Zhou et al.11 Curves
are from expressions given by Hombourger,17 An et al.,22 Santos et al.,25
Haque et al.’s BELI model,19 Haque et al.’s XCVTS model,24 and Bote et
al.14 using a fluorescence yield of 0.45. DM: Deutsch–Märk.

(1)

where fK is fluorescence yield, for which different values have
been used; it represents the fact that not all ionization events
lead to emission of a photon. To obtain the K-shell emission cross section, it is important to correctly undo this step.
Liu et al.9 give a table of values from papers published before
2000, all modified to a fluorescence yield of 0.441, which
simplifies the task. Since then, Llovet et al.10 have published
measurements, also using a fluorescence yield of 0.441, and
Zhou et al.11 have published measurements with an unstated
fluorescence yield, but since this publication is from the same
group as Liu et al.,9 it seems reasonable to assume that they
also used 0.441. We are unaware of any other measurements
published before 2013. These values, plotted in Fig. 135.27,
are multiplied by the atomic number density of solid copper
na (8.49 # 1028 m–3; copper will always refer to solid-density,
un-ionized copper), giving what is known as the macroscopic
cross section: the mean number of photons emitted per fast
electron per meter.
Clearly the differences between various sets of measurements (individual experiments) are far greater than the quoted
errors. Llovet et al.10 give a clear explanation of the difference
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In the following sections, the measurements and expressions
are presented, followed by a brief discussion of the divergence
in the expressions at relativistic energies. Next, the implications
of the results for the interpretation of laser–solid experiments
are considered, calculating emission rates and yields per electron as a function of electron energy. K-shell yields from other
sources in laser–solid experiments that could be confounding
factors for fast-electron diagnostics are then considered, namely
photons and protons. Finally, our conclusions are presented,
followed by the full expressions for the K-shell ionization cross
sections in the appendix, with a number of typing errors corrected, and a simple fit for the K-shell emission cross section
of copper is proposed.

between relative and absolute errors in such experiments and
estimate theirs to be 2% and 10%, respectively (error bars not
shown). We therefore conclude that the quoted errors are, in
most cases, representative of the relative errors in the experiments. The uncertainty in the absolute values in Fig. 135.27
would have to be +20% to make all but a few outlying points
consistent with one another, but some of the measurements may
have significant systematic errors.
The remainder of this section briefly discusses the general features of these measurements and how they vary with
atomic number.
The threshold for K-shell emission is the K-shell binding
energy B, or K edge, which is known from measurements and
numerical calculations to be 8.98 keV for copper to a precision
far greater than any of the other results considered here. K-shell
binding energy scales approximately as Z 2.17. Above this
threshold, the cross section rises sharply, peaks at +3# the binding energy, then starts to fall. The large number of measurements in this region is in good agreement on the position and
shape of the peak, if not on the absolute values. Above +1 MeV,
the cross section starts to increase continually from a minimum
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that is roughly a factor of 2 below the initial peak for copper.
The position of this minimum does not vary significantly
with atomic number, and its depth decreases with increasing
atomic number as the peak moves up toward it. Eventually it
vanishes; for example, gold shows no clear local maximum
or minimum in the cross section, showing what could be better described as a point of inflexion. Unfortunately, there are
very few measurements in this region, which is the region of
particular interest for high-intensity laser–solid experiments;
there is only one point between 0.6 and 40 MeV. Therefore, all
of the measurements, up to 2 GeV, have been included to see
how well expressions interpolate over this region; however, a
rigorous analysis of the correlation of the expressions with the
measurements has not been carried out since it would be almost
meaningless for our purposes.
The expressions—numerical, theoretical, and empirical—
all consider the ionization cross section, so a fluorescence yield
is required to give the emission cross section. Kahoul et al.12
give a convenient compilation of measurements published
before 2011. From these we chose to use 0.45 for three reasons:
(1) it is the value from the most-recent measurement given
(0.452!0.036); (2) it is the value from the measurement given
with the smallest quoted error (0.452!0.003); and (3) it is the
highest value since we noted a general tendency for the expressions to lie below the measurements. It should be noted that
expressions with parameters obtained by fitting measurements
all used fluorescence yields for copper from 0.4 to just under
0.45, so we may slightly overestimate the original fit in some
cases. Kahoul et al. give five different fits for the fluorescence
yield, all of which give adequate agreement with the measurements. The simplest is

_Z 30.896i

3.847

fK = 0.985

1 + _Z 30.896i

3.847

,

(2)

which gives 0.433 for copper.
K-shell ionization cross sections have been calculated
numerically (for example, see Bote et al.13), but all of these
calculations are approximate since an exact model for copper
would require solving the full Dirac equation for 30 electrons
(one incident electron and 29 electrons in the atom) and this
would still neglect collective effects from many atoms. Therefore, these results are not necessarily a better reference than
measured values. Also, we have not found a convenient set of
tabulated numerical results. We will show Bote et al.’s14 fit to
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their numerical results, which has ten fitting parameters determined individually for every element, giving a stated accuracy
better than 1% up to the maximum energy considered of 1 GeV.
A plethora of theoretical and empirical expressions exists
for the K-shell ionization cross section. To limit the universe
of expressions, we did not consider the many nonrelativistic
ones that write a factor of 2/mev2 as 1/E, leading to a cross
section that falls continually with energy above the peak.
Such expressions have been used in modeling laser–solid
experiments, which would have led to significant errors;
2E/mev2 exceeds 1.1 at only 34 keV and exceeds 2 at 0.32 MeV.
We then considered 12 relativistic expressions,14–25 and there
are almost certainly more out there. Since this time, a minor
modification of Santos et al.’s expression25 has been published
by Guerra et al.26 Only four expressions clearly failed to reproduce the measurements: Jakoby et al.’s16 expression, Tang et
al.’s18 expression, Haque et al.’s Kolbenstvedt model,20 and
Haque et al.’s modified Deutsch–Märk model.23 In the case
of Jakoby et al.’s expression and Haque et al.’s Kolbenstvedt
model, this failure appears to be caused, at least in part, by
typing errors that we could not resolve. We identified and
corrected typing errors in Grysinski’s relativistic factor27 in
Casnati et al.’s,15 Hombourger’s,17 and Gstir et al.’s21 expressions. Eight models are too many to show conveniently in
Fig. 135.27, so we have chosen to plot only six that envelope
the range of values given by all eight expressions. The highest
values are given by An et al.’s22 version of the Deutsch–Märk
model,21 up to just beyond the dip, and by Santos et al.’s25
expression at higher energies. The lowest values are given by
Haque et al.’s BELI model19 just above threshold, by Santos et
al.’s25 expression from there up to the peak, by Haque et
al.’s XCVTS model24 just beyond the peak, by Bote et al.’s14
expression around the dip, and by Hombourger’s17 expression
at higher energies.
The expression of Santos et al.25 was used to model our
experiments7 because it was the first relativistic result we found
and they had compared it to measurements for copper, showing
adequate agreement; in hindsight we cannot give a rigorous
justification for the choice of this expression.
The measurements of Llovet et al.10 represent the mostextensive and accurate single set of measurements of emission cross section from just beyond threshold up to the peak
(32 points, roughly a third of all the measurements, from
9.5 keV to 40 keV with a quoted relative error of !2%), so it
seems reasonable to use them to determine the most-accurate
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expression for ionization cross section in this region, which may
be of interest to others. To determine which expression was the
most accurate without assuming a value for the fluorescence
yield and without being influenced by possible systematic
errors in the absolute values of the measurements, we used
the gradient of a linear fit to expression versus measurement,
the gradient closest to one indicating the most accurate. The
expression of Hombourger was the most accurate, with that of
Casnati et al. coming close. We then found the value of fluorescence yield for these two expressions that gave the best fit to
the measurements, obtaining fK = 0.488 for Hombourger and
fK = 0.455 for Casnati et al., with Hombourger giving the best
fit, as expected. This means that Casnati et al. gave the best fit
using the fluorescence yield we chose of 0.45. A fluorescence
yield of 0.488 is clearly higher than any measured value,12
indicating that either Hombourger’s expression is too low by a
factor of 0.488/0.45 = 1.084, at least for copper, or that Llovet et
al.’s10 measurements are systematically high, which would be
within their absolute error estimate of !10%. Llovet et al.’s
measurements are systematically higher than the measurements
of Zhou et al.,11 but it is not possible to tell whose measurements are more precise. On the other hand, such an increase in
Hombourger’s expression gives a result at relativistic energies
that is closer to all of the other expressions.
Because of the large number and length of the expressions,
we have placed them in an appendix, including our corrections
to what appear to be typing errors. It is possible, however, to
give a simple expression that summarizes them for electron
energies E somewhat greater than threshold B (for nonrelativistic B), introducing only three dimensionless parameters f, g,
and n that have a limited range of values:

v ion +

NK 100 `1 + f j
2

1+g

b B keV

ln >e

c +1 n E

2

o

H barns,

B

(3)

where NK is the number of K-shell electrons; b is v/c, where
v is the average relative velocity of the fast and K-shell electrons and c is the speed of light; c is the Lorentz factor of the
fast electron; f is between 0 and 1; g is typically 0 or close
to 0; and n is 0 or 1. Most models use n = 0, while Santos et
al.,25 Guerra et al.26 (not shown), and Bote et al.14 [all based
on the results of Scofield 28 (not considered)] along with
Kolbenstvedt29 (not considered) use n = 1. Scofield’s expression was not considered because he gave no fitting parameters
for copper; Kolbenstvedt’s two expressions [his Eq. (11) and
the sum of his Eqs. (14) and (15)] were not considered because
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they are valid only well above threshold. [Haque et al.’s
Kolbenstvedt model20 does not have this form, which appears
to be a typing error; T(T + 2) should replace (T + 2) in the log
term.] The limited number of measurements above 1 MeV and
the significant variations between them mean that a value of n
cannot be determined with meaningful accuracy.
In most laser–solid experiments, only the Ka emission is
considered, not the Kb emission, so if absolute numbers are
required, the K-shell emission cross section must be multiplied
by the fraction of Ka emission. Published measurements and
numerical calculations of this fraction agree to within a few
percent,30 giving 0.880 for copper. Values can also be obtained
from the code FLYCHK.31 This fraction is roughly constant
for atomic numbers from 20 to 30, then decreases slowly with
atomic number, reaching 0.784 for gold. The copper Ka imagers
used in laser–solid experiments image only the Ka1 line.8 The
fraction of K-shell emission in this line has not been as widely
considered but can be obtained from FLYCHK, which gives
0.591 for copper. It should be noted that these ratios could be
higher for many cases of interest as a result of ionization of
outer shells caused by target heating.
Before moving on to consider the implication of these results
for the interpretation of laser–solid experiments, we will briefly
consider the bifurcation in the expressions at relativistic energies (n = 0 or 1) out of academic interest.
K-Shell Ionization Cross Section in the Relativistic Limit
The origin of n = 1 is a relativistic result for energy transfer
to excitation of bound electrons caused by the electric field of
a charged particle moving at constant velocity, often called
the Bethe term. The origin for n = 0 could be the use of the
nonrelativistic result E = p2/2me in the Bethe term or the use
of the binary collision cross section. Surprisingly, both of these
choices differ from the standard expression for fast-electron
stopping power32,33
4

Zn a e
dE
=2
2
ds
4rf 0 m e v
# >ln f

c +1 E

2

I ex

d 0.909 0.818
p- +
- c -0.284H,
2
2
c

(4)

where s is the path length, na is the atom number density, e is
the electron charge, f0 is the permittivity of free space, Iex is the
mean excitation potential (322 eV for copper), which is usually
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determined by fitting measurements, and d is the density-effect
correction, which we will return to later. Bremsstrahlung is
not included in this expression. It applies to fast electrons with
energy much greater than the binding energy of the electrons
contributing to the stopping because they are assumed to be
stationary. The connection to K-shell ionization cross section
is more obvious if we consider the magnitude of the stopping
power caused by only K-shell electrons:
4

NK na e
dE
=2
2
ds
4rf m v
0

# >ln f

e

c +1 E

2

IK

d 0.909 0.818
p- +
- c -0.284H
2
2
c

> n a Bv ion ,

(5)

where IK is the mean excitation potential for K-shell electrons, which exceeds their binding energy;32 for example, for
hydrogen the mean excitation potential is 19.2 eV, whereas the
binding energy is 13.6 eV. The magnitude of the stopping power
must be greater than na Bvion because B is the minimum energy
exchange in a K-shell ionization event and energy can be lost
to K-shell electrons without ionizing them. This indicates that
n should be 1/2, not 0 or 1—a value that has not been used in
any expression we have encountered. The origin of this n = 1/2
is a combination of binary collisions for large energy transfers
and the Bethe term for small energy transfers.
The density-effect correction represents a reduction in stopping power caused by shielding of the fast electron’s charge by
surrounding electrons, which is not considered in the Bethe
term. It increases with density of the surrounding electrons
and with fast-electron energy, occurring only above a threshold energy in insulators. It has not been included in any of
the expressions considered here, although Santos et al. state
that it should be included at energies greater than a GeV and
Scofield,28 who did not consider copper, did include it. In copper, the reduction in total stopping power exceeds 10% above
roughly 10 MeV (Refs. 32 and 33), indicating that the density
effect should be considered at energies considerably less than
a GeV, and this energy will decrease with increasing atomic
number. The general expression is complex, but it has a simple
limiting form for strongly relativistic electrons:
2

p- 2 ,
$ ln f
I ex
2

d
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c'~ p

b

b $ 1,

(6)

where  ~ p is the plasmon energy calculated from total electron density (58.3 eV for copper). Equation (6) is within 10%
of a more-accurate calculation for copper32,33 above roughly
30 MeV; at lower energies it is an underestimate.
This implies that the rate of increase in the K-shell ionization cross section with energy should noticeably decrease at
strongly relativistic energies. If the density-effect correction is
not included in the expressions of Santos et al.25 and Guerra et
al.,26 the inequality in Eq. (5) will not hold in the strongly
relativistic limit (to this extent they are correct to state that the
density effect should be included above 1 GeV). For expressions
using n = 0, including the density effect will give a cross section that becomes independent of energy at strongly relativistic
values, indicating that n = 0 is not a physically correct choice.
Scofield28 did find that the density effect led to the cross section becoming independent of energy, but this appears to be a
mistake in using d in place of d/2 combined with his use of n =
1. The maximum cross section he gives is lower than values
that have been measured at high energies and no saturation in
any Ka cross section has yet been reported.
Calculations and fitting formulas of the density-effect
correction are readily available.32–34 We found that the total
stopping power of copper32,33 was reproduced to within 1%
by using
d

2

= ln >1 + `c - 1j

'~ p
I ex

exp _-0.5iH,

(7)

which is zero at zero energy and tends to Eq. (6) in the relativistic limit, but does not fit at intermediate energies; however, here
the density-effect correction makes a negligible contribution
to the stopping power and the same would be expected for the
K-shell ionization cross section. This will also work well for
higher-Z metals; we have found that it works better for molybdenum, but not insulators, where there is a threshold energy
for the density effect to occur.
There is a potential complication when considering the
inclusion of the density effect: the nanometer-thick films used
in many of the measurements could suppress it because it is a
collective effect that requires a minimum amount of material.
For a strongly relativistic electron, the relevant length scale
should be c/~p, which is 3.4 nm for copper, so this is a concern.
Evaluating the density effect in this case will require numerical
calculations. We therefore conclude that the correct value of n
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appears to be 1/2 and that the density-effect correction should
be included for copper at fast-electron energies above 10 MeV
and at lower energies for higher atomic numbers.

K-Shell Emission as a Fast-Electron Diagnostic
in Laser–Solid Experiments
Some of the implications of these results for K-shell emission diagnostics in laser–solid experiments will now be considered, the first being the choice of a K-shell emitter based
on K-shell yield.
Using vion ? Z –2.17 and Eq. (2) for the fluorescence yield,
we find that there is a maximum in the K-shell emission cross
section at an atomic number close to 21, which is scandium.
Considering the atomic number density of solids in this region,
the maximum macroscopic cross section should belong to titanium (22), which has been used in high-intensity laser–solid
experiments almost as frequently as copper. Considering that
the K-shell emission self-absorption depth is roughly proportional to the atomic number, increasing the thickness of the
layer from which emission can be obtained and consequently
total yield, we find that maximum yield occurs near 29, which
is copper. This provides a further motivation for concentrating
on copper, although, given the approximations made, nickel
or zinc could give a higher yield. The available measurements
do not allow one to more precisely determine the maximum
emission cross section and maximum yield.
For time-resolved measurements, the key parameter is an
emission rate of na vv; the results given in Fig. 135.27 multiplied by velocity are shown in Fig. 135.28. The emission rate
has no initial peak and is almost independent of energy over
the range of interest. This means that the Ka -emission rate is,
to a good approximation, proportional to the number of fast
electrons, provided that the mean energy is much greater than
the binding energy. Our results,7 which did not depend on
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Finally, it should be noted that these considerations as to
which value of n is physically correct and the need to include
the density-effect correction strictly apply only to physics-based
expressions, such as those of Santos et al.25 and Guerra et
al.26 Expressions with free parameters used to fit measurements could still give adequate fits over any energy range of
interest, whatever value of n is assumed and without including
the density effect, although a better physical basis for a fitting
function should allow one to obtain a better fit. If an expression
with free parameters is modified, the free parameters should
be redetermined.
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Figure 135.28
Same as Fig. 135.27 but multiplied by the electron velocity to give the emission rate in copper.

absolute values, were found to be insensitive to the expression
used and to some accidental variations of individual terms in
the expression of Santos et al.25 by a factor of 2 because all of
these expressions give an approximately constant emission rate
at the relevant energies. This would not have been the case if
the mean fast-electron energy was not much greater than the
binding energy; just above the binding energy, the emission rate
increases significantly with energy and the different expressions
would give noticeably different results.
The most important parameter in determining the sensitivity
of K-shell emission diagnostics to electron energy is the yield
per electron Y, so we will now calculate this for two cases of
particular interest to laser–solid experiments.
For an isolated copper foil, the vast majority of the electrons
will be confined to the foil by the electrostatic field they generate, so K-shell emission yield will be determined by the emission rate times the stopping time. Considering only stopping
resulting from collisions given by Eq. (4), the yield is

cE

n av K

eB

dE ds

Y=d

dE.

(8)

To illustrate this result for copper, we used only the BELI model
of Haque et al.19 since it lies roughly in the middle of the others over the energy range of interest. This yield is given by the
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upper line in Fig. 135.29; it increases continually with energy,
tending to a linear increase at high energies. Bremsstrahlung
would lead to the yield flattening out by about 60 MeV, when
it becomes the dominate energy-loss mechanism in copper.32
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Figure 135.29
K-shell yield per electron including collisional stopping in solid, un-ionized
copper for electrons that stop in the copper (dotted blue line) and electrons
that travel a maximum distance of 20 n m (solid black line).

Equations (3) and (8) indicate that ZBY fK as a function
of E/B should be weakly dependent on material, while bremsstrahlung is negligible, so this result can be readily scaled to
any material of interest. Bremsstrahlung will lead to the yield
flattening out at lower energies for higher atomic numbers.
Most K-shell emission experiments use a thin layer buried
within a thick target. For electrons that maintain a constant
velocity and travel a distance s, the yield is simply na vK s;
therefore, its variation with energy is the same as that for the
macroscopic cross section given in Fig. 135.27. The lower line
in Fig. 135.29 gives the yield for electrons traveling a maximum
distance of 20 nm, a typical upper value for the thickness of
a copper fluor layer since it is roughly the attenuation depth
of the K-shell emission. This gives a yield that is practically
independent of energy from 0.7 to 10 MeV. Below this there
is a narrow peak, where the yield increases by a factor of 1.9;
then below 60 keV, the yield rapidly becomes negligible. In
practice, the yield per electron from a 20-n m copper layer
would lie between the two curves in Fig. 135.29 because the
distance traveled by an electron going through the layer at an
angle i to the normal will be 20/cos i nm and angular scattering will increase the average path length,35 more so for
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lower-energy electrons. Therefore, to a first approximation,
copper K-shell emission from a thin layer in a thick target is
proportional to the number of electrons above roughly 60 keV
that reach it, provided that the majority of electrons reaching
it exceed this energy.
An important general feature to note from Fig. 135.29 is that
collisions significantly suppress the K-shell emission yield of
electrons with an energy up to roughly 6 # the threshold energy;
therefore, the effective detection threshold is significantly
higher than might be expected. The physical reason for this is
that electrons just above threshold are far more likely to lose
their energy colliding with one of the other electrons in the
material than to cause K-shell emission. Another important
feature is that the local maximum in the K-shell emission
cross section does not lead to the emission being particularly
sensitive to a narrow range of fast-electron energies, as is often
assumed. For mean energies well above the effective threshold,
K-shell emission, either time resolved from an isolated thin foil
or time integrated from a thin foil buried in a thick target, is
most sensitive to the number of fast electrons and not sensitive to their energy. The energy distribution can be inferred
from the variation in signal with time or depth, provided the
energy dependence of stopping time or distance is known.
The only significant difference between the expressions we
have considered will be in determining the absolute number
of fast electrons. For mean energies that are not much greater
than threshold, K-shell emission will be dominated by the
higher-energy electrons in the distribution and interpretation
of the results will be sensitive to the shape of the cross section
near threshold, where the expressions we have considered are
noticeably different.
Another important factor when evaluating absolute yields
in experiments is the opacity of the target, which can change
significantly as it ionizes, but this will not be considered here.
We will next examine how accurate it is to assume that
K-shell emission measurements in laser–solid experiments are
due entirely to fast electrons.
Other Sources of K-Shell Emission
An essential requirement when using K-shell emission as
a fast-electron diagnostic is that fast electrons be the primary
source of the emission, but photons and ions can also cause
K-shell emission and are also produced in laser–solid interactions, so we will briefly consider the yields from these other
potential sources of K-shell emission.
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1. Photons
To estimate the yield from photons, we considered only
photons below the threshold for pair production (1.022 MeV)
where absorption is caused only by photoionization. For the
fraction of K-shell photoionizations in copper, we used 0.8796,
as used in the EGS Monte Carlo code;36 therefore, we need to
calculate only 0.8796 # the number of photons absorbed in the
copper. To do this, we assumed an isotropic photon source and
averaged exponential attenuation over all straight-line trajectories through a sheet of thickness s, obtaining
Y = 0.396 >1 - exp f-

s
p + s E 1 f s pH ,
l ph
l ph
l ph

(9)

where E1 is the exponential integral and lph is photon attenuation depth, obtained from XCOM, 37 excluding photon
scattering, which makes only a small contribution to photon
attenuation. This result for a 20-nm copper layer is plotted in
Fig. 135.30 along with the previous results for electron yields.
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Figure 135.30
K-shell yield per photon for an isotropic distribution of photons incident on a
20-n m copper layer and the yields per electron from Fig. 135.29.

The yield for photons has a maximum at threshold and
decays continually with energy, whereas the yield for electrons
is zero at threshold and increases continually with energy.
This indicates that, for copper, photons less than 70 keV are
of particular concern because they could cause more K-shell
emission than electrons with only a fraction of the energy of
the electrons. This justifies the neglect of photons above 1 MeV,
although the pairs produced by higher-energy photons would
contribute to K-shell emission (not considered here).
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Bremsstrahlung will turn a fraction of the fast-electron
energy into photons with a comparable energy distribution.
This fraction, the radiation yield, increases with electron
energy and the atomic number of the target.32 Radiation yield
becomes significant only for electron energies greater than
1 MeV, where electrons always have a far greater K-shell yield
than photons, so in most cases bremsstrahlung will not make
a significant contribution to the total yield, with the possible
exception of very high-Z targets. Even though the total yield
from bremsstrahlung photons should be negligible, the K-shell
emission from a layer at a large-enough depth may be dominated by bremsstrahlung photons because the attenuation depth
of photons is larger than the mean free path of electrons at the
same energy. In other words, the fraction of the fast-electron
energy distribution converted into photons would be expected
to propagate farther into a target than the fast electrons.
The laser-driven plasma could emit a significant number
of photons just above the K edge. Unfortunately, it is not
straightforward to estimate this emission since the systems of
interest are usually far from equilibrium; therefore we cannot,
in general, easily rule out a significant contribution to K-shell
emission from this source. A good means of quantifying this
in experiments would be to measure the x-ray emission in the
relevant range from the front of the target.

10–1

10–3
0.0

Three principle sources of photons in laser–solid experiments could cause K-shell emission: bremsstrahlung from fast
electrons in the target, emission from the laser-heated plasma
on the front surface, and line emission from higher-Z elements,
if present.

If elements with a higher Z than the K-shell emitting layer
are used in targets (for example, to give two emitters in one
target), the line emission must be carefully considered; a nonnegligible fraction of the emission from the higher-Z layer could
cause emission from the lower-Z layer. This must be considered
for each individual target design.
2. Protons
For ions we will consider only protons since they are always
present; because of impurities, protons are the ions that are
most efficiently accelerated in laser–plasma interactions and
they have, by far, the lowest stopping power of all ions.
To estimate the yield from protons in copper, we used the
K-shell ionization cross section from Kahoul et al.38 (given in
the appendix), who fitted a compilation of experimental results
between 80 keV and 13 MeV, and we used the proton-stopping
LLE Review, Volume 135
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Figure 135.31
Same as Fig. 135.29 but for protons as well as electrons.

power given by PSTAR.39 The result, seen in Fig. 135.31, is
combined with our previous results for the yield from electrons.
Proton and electron energies have been found to be strongly
correlated to one another in laser–solid interactions,3 so it is
reasonable to compare the yields at the same energies. For a
thin, isolated target where the majority of the electrons are
expected to recirculate and any protons are expected to go
through the target, K-shell emission yield per proton will
always be lower than that per electron. For a thin layer in a thick
target, the yield per proton can exceed the yield per electron;
for a 20-nm copper layer this occurs above 3.4 MeV because
the cross section for protons then exceeds that for electrons.
Despite this, the total yield from protons would be expected to
be lower than that from electrons because the fraction of laser
energy transferred to protons entering the target has been found
to be lower than that for electrons, for parameters of interest.
Emission from protons accelerated into the target may not be
entirely negligible, however, particularly at the higher intensities used, and there could be regions in the target where the
number of protons equals or exceeds the number of electrons,
so it would be worth considering in a more-detailed analysis.
Conclusions
Nine expressions for K-shell ionization cross sections14,15,17,19,21,22,24–26 have been identified that, based on
published measurements for copper,9–11 appear to be adequate
for modeling copper K-shell emission diagnostics used in highintensity laser–solid experiments. For the fluorescence yield
required to convert the K-shell ionization cross section to the
K-shell emission cross section, a useful summary of measureLLE Review, Volume 135

ments and fitting formulas has been given by Kahoul et al.12 For
copper we chose 0.45 and, if required, we would consider the
uncertainty in this value to be !0.01. For the fraction of K-shell
emission in the Ka line, published measurements and numerical calculations30,31 are in good agreement, giving 0.880; a
reasonable estimate of the uncertainty in this value would be
!0.01. We were unable to narrow down the field because very
little attention has been paid to energies from 0.1 to 10 MeV.
Instead, past attention has concentrated on the behavior of
ionization cross sections near threshold. In this region, the
expression given by Hombourger18 with a fluorescence yield
of 0.488 gave the best fit to measurements. The only models
that are clearly inadequate are the nonrelativistic ones that use
a factor of 1/E in place of 2/mev2.
Should an estimate of the uncertainty in the K-shell emission
cross section be required, we suggest a conservative value of
!20%. Alternatively, a number of these expressions that give
upper and lower bounds on the cross section could be used.
We found that six expressions were required to give upper and
lower bounds over the full range of energies, at least for copper,
but for most applications four expressions should be sufficient:
Santos et al.25 (or Guerra et al.26), An et al.,22 Hombourger,18
and Bote et al.14
In examining these models we identified an unresolved issue
regarding the energy dependence of the ionization cross section at relativistic energies: the factor n in Eq. (3), where either
0 or 1 is used. By comparison with the standard result for fastelectron stopping power,32 we found that n = 1/2 appears to be
the correct choice. Furthermore, we found for copper that the
density-effect correction should be considered above 10 MeV,
and this energy will decrease with an increasing atomic number. The available measurements at strongly relativistic energies
are insufficient to indicate which form is correct and how the
density-effect correction should be included. In order to provide
an adequate fit to cross sections for energies of current interest,
these are not important issues but are interesting physics issues
for future work in this area.
Using these results and the standard expression for electron stopping power, it was found that the effective detection
threshold of K-shell emission diagnostics is roughly 6 # higher
than the threshold energy for causing K-shell emission. Both
the Ka-emission rate, as used in our experiments,7 and the
total Ka emission from typical buried layer experiments are
approximately proportional to the number of electrons above
this threshold and are not sensitive to the electron energy,
provided that the majority of fast electrons are above the
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effective detection threshold. Near the detection threshold, Ka
emission is far more sensitive to electrons with higher energies, and current uncertainties in the cross section will lead
to significant uncertainties in interpreting measurements. The
local maximum in the Ka-emission cross section does not lead
to Ka emission being particularly sensitive to a narrow range
of electron energies, as is often assumed.
K-shell emission caused by photons and protons was briefly
considered. Photons from the laser-heated plasma and higher-Z
layers could make a significant contribution in some experiments and deserves careful consideration. Protons accelerated
into the target should not make a significant contribution
because of their smaller number, but if significant numbers
of protons above 3 MeV are accelerated into the target, they
should be considered in a more-detailed modeling.
Appendix A: Expressions for K-Shell Ionization
Cross Sections
For the incident electron we use E for kinetic energy, v for
velocity, b for v/c, where c is the speed of light, and c for the
Lorentz factor (1 + E/mec2), where me is the electron mass. For
the K-shell electrons we use B for binding energy, BkeV when
it is expressed in keV (SI units are used unless specified), and
NK for number (2 for all cases of interest). The material is indicated by its atomic number Z. Three expressions use Rydberg
energy R (13.606 eV). Two dimensionless parameters are used
in most expressions:
U=

E
,
B

(A1)

which is intended to convert a nonrelativistic expression for
energy exchange in a binary collision between electrons with
kinetic energies E and B to a relativistically correct expression.
This always appears as G/E, so we introduce the parameter

Gl =

G
JG
.
=
2 _c -1i 2U

(A4)

The reason for this choice, and the effect of this complexlooking term, can be easily illustrated by considering a nonrelativistic binding energy J & 1, valid for most cases of interest,

Gl .

1
b

2

,

2

B % me c ,

(A5)

so Grysinski’s relativistic factor essentially replaces the 1/E in
nonrelativistic expressions with 2/mev2. We believe that a number of the expressions have typing errors in this factor.15,17,21
Casnati et al.’s15 expression for any element is
v0 =

NK 187
1.0318

B keV

f =-

barns,

0.316 0.1135
+
,
U
U2
f

v ion = v 0 Gld n exp f-

R
B

1.736 0.317
p lnU.
+
U
U2

(A6)

often called the overpotential, and
me c 2
B

J=

(A2)

(56.9 for copper), which appears naturally when writing relativistic expressions in terms of U. A number of the expressions
use Grysinski’s relativistic factor27 written as
2

G=

1 + 2J U + J
d
n
U + 2J 1 + J

V1.5
R
S _1 + Ui _U + 2Ji _1 + Ji2
W
W ,
#S
SJ 2 _1 + 2Ji + U _U + 2Ji _1 + Ji2W
T
X
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(A3)

Tang et al.18 used this expression and obtained different fitting
parameters: 137 and 1.0514 in v0, –0.4935 and 0.3529 in f, and
–1.227 and –0.2791 in the exponential. Note that a 0 in their
2
expression should be a 0 and that their coefficients C1–3 have
the wrong sign, or, equivalently, it should be –Cu or aE k R yk
in place of aR y E kk.
Jakoby et al.’s16 expression and Haque et al.’s20 Kolbenstvedt expression, as printed, do not reproduce the published
figures. Even after correcting a number of obvious typing
errors and experimenting with likely looking variants, we
could not obtain sensible results; therefore we have not reproduced them here.
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Hombourger’s17 expression for any element is
v0 =

NK 175
.0305
B 1keV

f =-

v ion = v 0 f1 +

barns,

R
B

f

(A7)

1.335 0.6006
p lnU.
+
U
U2

v0 =

NK 205
barns,
B keV

R
V
1- NK Z 1.27W
S
p W
v ion = v 0 Gl S1 + 3f
U
S
W
T
X
# >ln _Ui +

(A8)

v ion = v 0 f1 +

n

A number of expressions have been based on the Deutsch–
Märk model. For these we use
fH r 2K,

(A9)

where fH = 0.553 for hydrogen and = 1 otherwise and rK is the
radius of maximum areal density, tabulated (in units of the
Bohr radius 5.2918 # 10 –11 m) by Desclaux,40 which is 1.807 #
10 –12 m for copper. The most-recent version we found from the
originators of the model is Gstir et al.:21
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v ion = v 0

.
2U 0 25
p Gl d U-1 n
2
U +1
J

0.95

0.475
n ln ^2.7 + U-1 h.
U

(A11)

1 + 1.5 J
1.5U 0.055
f1 +
p
J
1.2 J

# >0.86 -

where bn is –0.971, 0.381, 0.0952, –0.0476, and –0.190. The
term in brackets following Grysinski’s relativistic factor represents shielding of the K-shell electrons by the remaining
electrons in the atom.

-3

# d1.4 -

# Gl f1 + 6.75

n=1

v 0 = 1.72 # 10

(A10)

Haque et al.23 give a significantly modified version

/ bnd1- U1 n H,
5

0.55
n ln ^2.7 + U-1 h.
U

The first term in parentheses is a modification to Grysinski’s
relativistic factor. An et al.22 have since determined the fitting
parameters including subsequent measurements:

1.0305
We suggest using NK 190 B keV for v0 based on fitting this
expression to the measurements of Llovet et al.10 and measurements of the fluorescence yield for copper12 that indicate a
value of 0.45.

Haque et al.’s19 BELI expression for any element is

1.06

.

# d1.353 -

0.316 0.1545
+
,
U
U2

v ion = v 0 Gl d n f1 -

2U 0 25
p Gl d U-1 n
U +1
J2

1-NK Z
Z 0.5 U

0.85

p

(A12)

H ln _1.01Ui.

0.63

1 + _U 3.76i

2.08

The first two terms are modifications to Grysinski’s relativistic
factor, and the term following it represents shielding of the
K-shell electrons by the remaining electrons in the atom. We
believe there may be typing errors in this expression.
Haque et al.’s24 XCVTS expression is
v0 =

N K 4.5 # 10 6 B keV
.

Z 4 35

v ion = v 0 d

(A13)

0.02

U+J
n
1+ J

# Gl f1 + 0.01

barns,

f1- 0.22U2

0.27

J

p

Z - NK
p lnU.
U
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The first term is a modification to Grysinski’s relativistic factor. The next term in parentheses, introduced to prevent the
expression from increasing without limit, cannot be correct for
strongly relativistic energies since it will eventually lead to a
negative cross section; there is also nothing to indicate that the
cross section does not increase continually with energy. The
term after Grysinski’s relativistic factor represents shielding of
the K-shell electrons by the remaining electrons in the atom.

squared relative velocity of the incident and K-shell electrons.
Santos et al.25 give

v ion =

U-1
U2

2

2

3.339
3.683
3.48
H,
# >3 + 0.05003U +
1 + U _1 + Ui3 _1 + Ui5

v ion =

(A14)

U > 16,
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2
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2

We believe that the density-effect correction (– d/2) should be
inserted in the first set of square brackets. This is divided by a
term of the form b2, which could be interpreted as the mean184
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(A16)

b1 + x me c 2l
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(A17)

vB

2
2
b + `0.126 -0.213Z + 0.195Z j _2R/Bi b B

.

(A18)

E MeV
p,
16.489

exp `11.292 + 0.192x -0.371x + 0.028x j
80.6404

(A19)

3

barns.

The fitting parameters for other elements can be found in
Kahoul et al.’s paper.

N K 255
barns,
B keV

+e

1

2

For Santos et al.25 and Guerra et al.’s26 expressions, we use

1
2

2

2

x = ln f

The fitting parameters for other elements can be found in
Bote et al.’s paper. Note that they calculate the binding energy
of copper to be 8.95 keV, not 8.98 keV.

v B = v 0 * >ln e

2

b + bB + bK

Kahoul et al.’s38 expression for copper K-shell ionization
by protons is

2
x = c -1 ,

v0 =

b

1
2

where x is an energy and K is the mean kinetic energy of the
K-shell electrons, tabulated in Santo et al.’s paper (11.32 keV
for copper). Guerra et al. give

v 0 = 351.9 barns,

+ 6.261-

f 12 +

b x = 1-

U # 16,

v0 =

2

where

Bote et al.’s14 fit to their numerical results for copper is

v ion = v 0

vB

Appendix B: A Proposed Fit to the K-Shell Emission
Cross Section of Copper
Our objective was never to develop our own expression for
the K-shell emission cross section but to find a simple expression that we could plug into our calculations; this is most likely
the reader’s objective, so it appears to be something of a disservice to end with a long list of complex expressions and no
clear recommendation. Therefore, we will propose a simple
expression for the K-shell emission cross section of copper
that gives the best fit to the measurements and that in the limit
of strongly relativistic energies has the form indicated by the
fast-electron stopping power. Since 77% of the measurements
are in the region from threshold to peak, the best fit to them is
largely determined by the form of the expression in this region.
A simple expression that reproduces all of the general features and has the desired limiting form is
LLE Review, Volume 135
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(B1)

where the subscript B indicates quantities evaluated at the
binding energy B, rather than the fast-electron kinetic energy
E, to give an expression that is identically zero at threshold. An
equally valid approach would be to multiply by a function that
is zero at threshold and tends to a constant at large energies.
The density-effect correction d could be calculated either
numerically, from tabulated values, or from a fitting formula.
An approach that may provide the best means to fit data would
be to use a fitting formula and redetermine its parameters by
fitting the data. For a number of applications it could be ignored.
For simplicity we used Eq. (7), which is intended to have the
right form in the strongly relativistic limit and not to cause
significant errors at lower energies; it is not a fitting formula.
At energies of the order of 1 MeV, it is an underestimate. It
will not work for nonconductors and will not work well for
lower Z than copper.
Equation (B1) does not give a good fit to the measurements.
Since Hombourger’s expression gave the best fit to Llovet et
al.’s data, we tried multiplying f 0 by
N

f1 = 1 +

/

n=1

an
U

n.

(B2)

N = 1 gave a good fit to Llovet et al.’s data and the fit did not
improve significantly until N = 4, which gave a value of v0
that appeared too low (16.95 barns). We also used N = 1 to fit
all of the measurements and obtained very similar results. The
resulting expression for the K-shell emission cross section of
copper is
v K = d1-

0.2824 20.95
n
2
U
b

# ln >d

1/2

U + 113.8
n
114.8

57.0098U
H barns. (B3)
56.9 + 0.1098U

The resulting macroscopic cross section is plotted along with
the measurements in Fig. 135.32, where we have included the
!10% absolute error quoted by Llovet et al.,10 imposed a minimum error of !10% on the measurements given by Liu et al.,9
and plotted our fit at the !10% levels. We have not plotted the
other expressions in order to emphasize a comparison with the
LLE Review, Volume 135

measurements and avoid too many lines. Our proposed fit is in
good agreement with the measurements up to and just beyond
the peak but agrees only with subsets of the measurements compiled by Liu et al.9 at higher energies, even considering variations of !10%, which is also true of all the other expressions.
Compared to the other expressions, it lies roughly in the middle
of them up to just above the peak, where it clearly gives the best
fit to the measurements, gives the highest values near the dip,
lies within their range of values between roughly 50 MeV and
2 GeV, and gives the lowest values at higher energies.
Liu et al.
Llovet et al.
Zhou et al.
Proposed fit

2500
Photons per electron/m

R
V
S c + 1 1/2 W d -d B
p UW f0 = 2 *ln Sf
4,
2
S cB + 1
W
b
T
X
v0

2000
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1000
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0

10–2
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TC10564JR

100
101
102
Energy (MeV)
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Figure 135.32
Macroscopic K-shell emission cross sections for solid copper. Circles are measurements compiled by Liu et al.9 with a minimum error of !10% imposed.
Dots joined by a solid line are the measurements of Llovet et al.;10 the dots
on the dashed lines are these values at !10%—their quoted absolute error.
Squares are the measurements of Zhou et al.11 The solid line is our proposed
fit; dashed lines are the fit at !10%.

This approach is good only for fitting data from threshold to
peak; f1 in all the fits was close to one beyond the peak. Further
factors should be added that can adjust the depth of the dip and
the value of v0 in the strongly relativistic limit; it does appear
that the dip should be lowered. We have not considered this
further because there are only a limited number of measurements with significant differences between them in this region.
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Fracture Mechanics of Delamination Defects
in Multilayer Dielectric Coatings
Introduction
Multilayer-dielectric (MLD) thin-film coatings are widely used
to produce high-quality optical components, having diverse
applications ranging from Bragg mirrors to polarizer optics.
Hafnia (HfO2)–silica (SiO2) multilayers are frequently used
to fabricate MLD diffraction gratings for high-intensity laser
systems because of the inherently high laser-damage resistance
of this material combination.1,2 The laser-damage thresholds of
MLD gratings are typically well below those of the constituent
dielectric materials themselves, however, because surface texture, contamination, and microscopic defects can dramatically
affect laser-damage resistance.3–9

We investigate the causes of delamination defects and
describe a mechanism for the deformation and failure of the
MLD coating in response to hydrogen peroxide in the cleaning
solution. In the proposed mechanism, we assume a localized
pressure buildup in a small volume of acid piranha trapped in
the coating that drives the propagation of an interface crack in
the multilayer. The associated fracture mechanics problem is
that of a pressure-loaded blister in a multilayer material—an
extension of the pressurized circular blister treated by Jensen.17
The appropriate length scale for the multilayer blister problem
is explored. Finally, the predicted path of a crack propagating
through the MLD coating layers is compared with the observed
cross-sectional geometry of a defect.

Multilayer-dielectric coatings are susceptible to a variety
of unique defects and phenomena arising from fabrication and
storage, including nodules,5,6 pits,4,7 absorption of volatilized
contaminants from vacuum,10 and optical instabilities resulting from moisture penetration into porous oxide layers from
humid air.11,12 Patterned optical components such as MLD
diffraction gratings require aggressive cleaning operations to
remove photoresist and other lithographic residues. Unfortunately, some of the most-effective cleaning methods—usually
involving high temperatures and strong acids or bases—can
themselves induce chemical degradation and thermal stresses
in the coating, leading to delamination and defects.9,13

Materials and Methodology
The MLD samples used in this study were 3-mm-thick,
100-mm-diam BK7 substrates coated by electron-beam evaporation in a high reflector design (a modified quarter-wave stack
of high- and low-index layers) with an extra-thick top layer.18
The coating comprised 28 layers of alternating hafnia (HfO2)
and silica (SiO2) with a bottom layer of HfO2 and top layer of
SiO2. The total coating thickness was 5.0 nm, with typical layer
thicknesses of 190 nm for the silica layers and 142 nm for the
hafnia layers. Samples were not patterned or etched. For cleaning experiments, each sample was broken into eight wedges.

Micron-scale delamination defects have been observed on
MLD coatings after exposure to a hot acid piranha solution—a
mixture of hydrogen peroxide and sulfuric acid that is commonly used to clean MLD gratings.9,14–16 Delamination defects
are distinguished by a characteristic pattern of crescent-shaped
fractures in the coating, with the layers uplifted at the defect
site. Because these features interrupt the continuity of the MLD
surface, they may cause electric-field enhancement and reduced
laser-damage thresholds. While we have been able to largely
avoid the production of cleaning defects by reducing piranha
solution temperatures to 40°C (Ref. 9), a thorough understanding of the causes and formation mechanism of delamination
defects will be important in the continued development of
cleaning technologies.

Defects were generated by submerging the samples in the
acid piranha solution. For each test, a 400-mL acid piranha
solution was prepared and cooled to room temperature. The
ratio of sulfuric acid to hydrogen peroxide was either two parts
H2SO4 to one part H2O2 (2:1 piranha) or five parts H2SO4
to one part H2O2 (5:1 piranha), depending on the test. After
preparation, the piranha solution was used within 24 h to limit
degradation. Except as noted, samples were submerged into the
piranha solution at room temperature, heated to the prescribed
soak temperature over a ramp period of 30 min, held at the
soak temperature for the specified duration, and then cooled
to room temperature over 30 min using an ice bath. After the
MLD samples were removed from the solution, they were
rinsed with de-ionized water and dried using a filtered nitrogen
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gun. Samples were inspected by a Leica Nomarski microscope
after the piranha treatment and evaluated for defect formation.
Characterization of the Delamination Defect
1. Microscopy
Nomarski micrographs of representative delamination
defects are shown in Fig. 135.33. The piranha treatments for
the samples shown are specified in the captions. Delamination
defects had typical dimensions of 20 to 50 nm and featured
a characteristic array of circular- and crescent-shaped cracks
radiating out from an initiating point, typically an existing
surface feature. Some defects were associated with nodules,
as shown in Figs. 135.33(a) and 135.33(b), while other defects
were paired with pieces of debris, as in Fig. 135.33(c), or formed

(a)

(b)

40 nm
(c)

20 nm
(d)

100 nm

40 nm
(e)

(f)

200 nm

20 nm

in groups along scratches, as in Figs. 135.33(d) and 135.33(e).
Occasionally, delamination defects were identified that seemed
not to be linked to any other artifact, as shown in Fig. 135.33(f).
Because we have only rarely observed defects in this final
category, they may be connected with small features that
simply could not be resolved in the light microscope. Defects
sometimes involved many coating layers, as in Figs. 135.33(a)
and 135.33(c), or just a few coating layers, as in Fig. 135.33(b).
Because the oxide layers of the coating are transparent
to white light, cracks in each layer are visible in the optical
micrographs of Fig. 135.33. The approximate depths of cracks
in the multilayer were determined by recording the z position
of best focus and, in all cases, the crack nearest to the “initiating” artifact was located in the deepest coating layer involved
in the defect. The crack front farthest from this central artifact
was at the surface layer, suggesting that delamination defects
nucleate within the coating, not at the surface.
Defects were examined in a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) to further probe their geometries. Because the SEM
“sees” only the sample’s surface, a top-down SEM image
[Fig. 135.34(a)] revealed only the arc-shaped crack in the
uppermost coating layer. To examine the defect’s cross section, focused-ion-beam (FIB) milling was used to cut a trench
in the MLD coating, bisecting a delamination defect. A thin
layer of platinum was locally deposited immediately prior to
milling to enable the beam to cut a clean cross section instead of
gradually eroding the multilayer. The resulting cross-sectional
view, shown in Fig. 135.34(b), reveals a zigzagging crack in the
upper 24 layers of the coating (the bottom two layer pairs were
apparently unaffected in this particular case). The uplifting of
the coating at the defect site and the separation between crack
faces explain the “bright” appearance of delamination defects
in the optical microscope images of Fig. 135.33. The uplifting
of the coating also explains previous nanoindentation results
showing that delamination defects are more compliant than the
surrounding coating.19 The crack path revealed by FIB will be
treated in detail in Fracture Mechanics (p. 192).

G9912JR

Figure 135.33
Nomarski micrographs of representative delamination defects: [(a,b)] defects
associated with nodules; (c) a defect associated with a piece of surface
debris; [(d,e)] defects that formed along scratches; and (f) a defect that was
not observed with any apparent surface feature. Defects were generated
by submerging the samples in 2:1 piranha, with the following temperature
treatments: [(a,b)] 90°C soak for 2 h with 30-min heating and cooling ramps;
(c) sample submerged at 70°C and cooled to room temperature over 2 h;
[(d,e)] samples submerged at 90°C and cooled over 30 min; and (f) sample
submerged at 70°C and cooled over 30 min.
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2. Causes of Delamination Defects
A screening experiment was carried out to investigate the
factors contributing to defect formation during piranha cleaning. The experiment was designed using JMP® statistical
software and design-of-experiments (DOE) methodology to
randomize trial order and to choose appropriate factor levels.
The effects of five parameters were studied: (1) the age of the
MLD coating at the time of cleaning (because the intrinsic coating stress level has been shown to vary with time);20–23 (2) the
LLE Review, Volume 135
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Figure 135.34
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images showing (a) a delamination defect observed from a bird’s eye view, showing its surface structure and (b) a defect
bisected by focused-ion-beam (FIB) milling and viewed in cross section.

ratio of sulfuric acid to hydrogen peroxide (piranha ratio) in
the acid piranha solution; (3) the solution temperature during
the soak period; (4) the soak duration, not including time spent
ramping up to the soak temperature or cooling to room temperature; and (5) whether or not the sample was heat shocked by
submerging it directly into hot piranha at the soak temperature
(rather than slowly heated to the soak temperature over 30 min).
Defect density on the MLD sample after cleaning (number of
delamination defects per unit surface area) was used as the
response for the experiment. Analysis-of-variances (ANOVA)
results from the experiment are presented in Table 135.II.

Assigning a confidence limit of 95%, the piranha ratio was
the only factor judged statistically significant in this experiment
(denoted by asterisks in Table 135.II). The samples treated
with 2:1 piranha had defect densities that were, on average, an
order-of-magnitude higher than the samples cleaned with 5:1
piranha, indicating that hydrogen peroxide plays an important
role in cleaning-induced defect formation. Anecdotally, this
result is supported by the fact that we have regularly observed
delamination defects on MLD samples exposed to acid piranha
(and on samples exposed to 30% hydrogen peroxide) but never
on samples exposed to non-peroxide-containing chemicals that

Table 135.II: ANOVA results for the delamination defect screening experiment.

Factor
Coating age
Piranha ratio
(H2SO4:H2O2)
Soak temperature

Soak time

Heat shock
Error estimate
***Significance

Level
2 weeks
6 weeks
12 weeks
5:1
2:1
50°C
70°C
90°C
0 min
30 min
60 min
Shocked
Not shocked
–

Mean Defect Density
Sum of
Mean Square Degrees of
Prob > F
(defects/cm2)
Squares (SS)
(MS)
Freedom (dof) F Ratio (p value)
1.92
1.47
9.57
4.78
2
0.96
0.39
0.95
0.24
68.57
68.57
1
13.74
0.001***
2.76
1.18
1.44
2.09
1.05
2
0.21
0.81
1.69
0.98
1.23
13.31
6.66
2
1.33
0.28
2.12
1.06
7.56
7.56
1
1.52
0.23
1.82
–
154.59
4.99
31
–
–

at the p # 0.001 level.
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(a)

we have tested, including sulfuric acid and a variety of solvents
and commercial photoresist strippers. Trends in the data that
warrant further investigation also suggest connections between
increased defect formation and high piranha temperatures, long
soak duration, and freshly deposited MLD coatings.

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

Future
blister
site

3. The Process of Defect Formation
Typically, delamination defects are observed immediately
after piranha cleaning: by the time a sample can be rinsed,
dried, and transferred to the microscope, all cleaning-induced
defects have already formed. In one experiment, however, the
real-time formation of delamination defects was witnessed
firsthand during a routine inspection of an MLD sample
approximately 45 min after removal from piranha solution.

(d)

100 nm
G9915JR

Frames captured from a video of defect formation, showing a 75- # 75-nm area as viewed in Nomarski, are shown in
Fig. 135.35. The formation process took about 20 s. The defect
grew with a round shape at first, shown in Figs. 135.35(a)–
135.35(c), then expanded to an oblong shape as it broke through
the layers of the MLD [Figs. 135.35(d) and 135.35(e)]. The
defect had nearly reached its final size about 3 s after it began
to form and reached a stable geometry [Fig. 135.35(h)] after
about 20 s. The bright spot in the lower part of Figs. 135.35(a)–
135.35(d) is another smaller artifact. At the 3-s mark
[Fig. 135.35(e)], the newly formed defect merged with this
small artifact.

Figure 135.36
Nomarski micrographs of a 160- # 140-n m region containing the defect
seen in Fig. 135.35. Images were captured (a) 45 min, (b) 60 min, (c) 61 min,
(d) 100 min, (e) 48 h, and (f) 6 months after the sample was removed from
the piranha solution.

sibly caused by rapid evaporation. The defects were initially
surrounded by regions of trapped fluid, which moved about and
agglomerated into larger areas over time [see Figs. 135.36(a)–
135.36(d)]. These features may be similar to the “moisture penetration patterns” described by Macleod et al.,11 involving the
incorporation of fluid into the porous structure of oxide layers.

Figure 135.36 shows the evolution of a 160- # 140-nm area
surrounding the defect of Fig. 135.35. Two new defects formed
in this region: one appearing in Fig. 135.36(b) and another in
Fig. 135.36(c). The just-formed defects “flickered” distinctly
and appeared to be liquid filled, with a pulsating effect pos-

(a)

(e)

(b)

(f)

(c)

(g)

Several hours after piranha cleaning, the trapped liquid had
escaped from the MLD coating and the flickering had stopped.
A difference in optical thickness remained, leading to the
bright appearance of mature delamination defects in Nomarski microscopy [Fig. 135.36(e)]. Interestingly, when the MLD

(d)

(h)

Figure 135.35
A series of 75- # 75-n m frames captured from a
Nomarski microscope video of an individual delamination defect’s formation approximately 45 min
after a 2-h submersion in 2:1 piranha at 90°C.
Images of the defect’s development were captured
(a) 0 s, (b) 2.0 s, (c) 2.6 s, (d) 2.7 s, (e) 3.0 s, (f) 6.0 s,
(g) 11.0 s, and (h) 20.0 s after it began to form.

100 nm
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sample was re-inspected several months later [Fig. 135.36(f)],
the defect of Fig. 135.35 had nearly disappeared, possibly after
collapsing into optical contact. The smaller, overlapping defect
was still apparent.
A Mechanism for Delamination Defect Formation
We propose a mechanism to explain the primary features
of delamination defects presumed from experimental observations; namely, that (1) hydrogen peroxide is essential to defect
formation; (2) delamination defects are typically associated
with an existing flaw that interrupts the coating; (3) defects
are initially filled with liquid; (4) the crack in the multilayer
advances in a zigzagging fashion upward toward the surface;
(5) separation of crack faces leads to a permanent uplifting
of the coating and a change in optical thickness at the defect
site; but (6) delamination defects can “heal” by collapsing into
optical contact.
A proposed mechanism for defect formation that satisfies all of the above requirements is shown schematically in
Fig. 135.37. First, acid piranha penetrates into the MLD coating
[Fig. 135.37(a)] through a large pore, small scratch, or defect
(not shown), and a small volume of piranha becomes trapped
in the coating at an interface where adhesion has locally failed
(between layers or between substrate and coating). Pressure
builds up at this location because of the evolution of oxygen

gas from hydrogen peroxide in the trapped piranha, and the
MLD layers deform into a circular blister to accommodate the
increasing pressure [Fig. 135.37(b)]. Once the critical stress for
fracture is reached in the deforming MLD, crack propagation
occurs. The crack may initially propagate along the interface
(increasing the debond area), but to explain the characteristic
fracture pattern, the crack must eventually kink upward into
the multilayer [Fig. 135.37(c)]. The crack propagates through
the MLD coating to the surface, where accumulated oxygen
gas escapes, relieving built-up pressure and collapsing the
inflated blister structure. The final defect geometry includes a
gap between crack faces [Fig. 135.37(d)], but if the layers later
collapse into contact, eliminating air gaps, the defect may
appear to have “healed.”
Figure 135.38 shows hypothesized cross-sectional geometries of two observed delamination defects. Twelve arc-shaped
cracks, labeled A–L, were counted in the Nomarski micrograph
of defect (a). This defect likely initiated between layers 4 (silica)
and 5 (hafnia), and each observed arc-shaped crack involved
one hafnia/silica layer pair. In defect (b), 14 cracks (A–N) were
identified, consistent with a substrate-initiated blister with fracture through all 28 layers. At least five of the 14 cracks (A–E)
were circular. Cracks in the upper layer pairs (F–N) were arc
shaped with successively shorter arc lengths. The hypothesized
geometry in this case is similar to (a), but with complete circular

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

G9916JR

Figure 135.37
Schematic illustrating the hypothesized delamination defect formation mechanism: (a) undisturbed MLD coating, (b) initial pressure development in coating
and deformation, (c) kinked fracture at edge of pressurized blister, and finally (d) propagation of the crack to MLD surface. Light bands represent hafnia layers
in the coating, while dark bands represent silica layers.
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Figure 135.38
Nomarski micrographs of two delamination
defects with schematics showing hypothesized
cross-sectional geometries: (a) defect initiated
between the second and third MLD layer pairs,
with arc-shaped cracks; (b) substrate-initiated
defect with fracture through all 14 layer pairs.
Fracture in the bottom few layers occurred as
circular cracks at the blister’s perimeter, while
cracks in upper layers were arc shaped.

40 nm
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cracks in the initial few layers with an asymmetrical geometry
developing as the crack propagated upward.
The proposed mechanism requires that a small volume of
liquid becomes trapped between layers of the MLD coating.
The original entry path must not be a viable path for the escape
of gas or liquid; otherwise, high pressures could not develop
in the cavity because the oxygen gas evolved from the decomposition of acid piranha could simply travel out of the volume
to relieve pressure. Considering the multilayer structure of
the thin-film coating, we suggest the coefficient-of-thermalexpansion mismatch between hafnia and silica layers as an
explanation: if the MLD layers deform or shift with respect to
each other during elevated temperature cleaning, a path to the
surface through adjacent layers could become blocked, and
pressure could develop freely in a void containing trapped
acid piranha.
Fracture Mechanics
1. Material Properties of Dielectric Layers
and MLD Coating
The properties of thin films can be sensitive to the deposition
technique,24,25 and therefore it can be unwise to assume thinfilm properties for one coating based on data from a different
coating, unless it is known that the deposition method was the
same. Nanoindentation of single-layer hafnia and silica films
was carried out to accurately estimate the elastic moduli of the
192

MLD layers. Cross sections of the films tested are shown in
Fig. 135.39. The thicknesses of the single-layer films (135 nm
for hafnia and 180 nm for silica) were similar to the thicknesses
of those layers in the multilayer coating, and the deposition
technique was the same as that used for the MLD coating layers. To avoid substrate effects in the nanoindentation measurements, mechanical properties were assessed using data from
indenter penetration into only the top 10% to 20% of the total
film thickness. The average Young’s moduli calculated for the
films were E haf = 128!12.5 GPa (average ! standard deviation
of four measurements) for hafnia and Esil = 92!5 GPa for silica.
These measurements were within +25% of moduli reported
by Thielsch et al.24 for thin-film hafnia (deposited by reac(a)

250 nm

(b)

250 nm

No visual
film–substrate
interface
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Figure 135.39
SEM images showing cross sections of oxide monolayers used in nanoindentation experiments: (a) a 160-nm layer of hafnia and (b) a 180-nm layer of
silica. There was no visible interface between the substrate and the amorphous
silica film.
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tive evaporation) and silica (deposited by plasma ion–assisted
deposition). Poisson ratio o for the films was estimated from
reported values,26,27 and shear and bulk moduli n and B were
calculated from E and o using the relations n = E/2(1 + o) and
B = E/3(1–2o), respectively.
MLD coating properties were estimated from the singlelayer properties determined by nanoindentation experiments.
Upper and lower limits on shear modulus and bulk modulus
were calculated by the rule of mixtures,
upper

n MLD = n haf Vhaf + n sil Vsil,

B upper
MLD = B haf Vhaf + B sil Vsil,

(1)

2. Contributions of Pressure and Intrinsic Stress
to Blister Deformation
In A Mechanism for Delamination Defect Formation
(p. 191), it was hypothesized that the delamination defect is initiated by pressure developed in a small, disk-shaped volume of
acid piranha trapped in the coating. We therefore modeled the
blister (prior to fracture) as a circular plate of thickness h and
radius R, subjected to an internal pressure pc and an equibiaxial
intrinsic stress v, and fixed to a thick substrate at its edges (r =
R, where r is the radial coordinate), as shown in Fig. 135.40.
The residual stresses in an evaporated MLD coating can be
significant, and the pressure pc evolved from piranha decomposition might not be large, so the effects of both loadings are
considered in this analysis. The normal displacements of the
plate are given by w(r).

and
1
lower

n MLD

1
B lower
MLD

Vhaf

R

Vsil

= n +n ,
haf
sil
Vhaf Vsil
=
+
,
B haf B sil

r
(2)
w

h

MLD
v

pc
where Vhaf and Vsil are the volume fractions of hafnia and silica
(Vhaf = 0.39 and Vsil = 0.61 for the MLD used in this work).
The calculated lower and upper limits on bulk modulus were
58.4 GPa and 63.4 GPa, respectively, and the limits on shear
modulus were 44.5 GPa and 45.2 GPa, respectively. These
bounds were averaged to estimate the bulk and shear moduli
for the multilayer. Poisson ratio and Young’s modulus for the
MLD were calculated from these moduli using the relations

Substrate
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Figure 135.40
Schematic of a pressurized blister in an MLD film with a residual film stress.

Jensen17 showed that, in nondimensional form, the
von Kármán plate equations for the situation shown in
Fig. 135.40 can be written as
p c R 4 2 vR 2
d >1 d
H
_
i
t
t =
p,
4
t dt tp - {p +
Eh 4
2Eh
12 `1-o 2j dt
1

o=

3B -2n
,
6B + 2n

E = 2n_1 + oi.

(3)

t

Bulk properties for the BK7 substrate came from Schott product
literature.28 Material properties are summarized in Table 135.III.

d >1 d
`t{jH + 1 p 2 = 0,
2
dt t dt

p atk = -

dw
,
dt

{ atk =

R{
Eh 3

,

{=

(4)
dU
,
dr

Table 135.III: Material properties used in the fracture mechanics analysis.

Material
BK7 (bulk)
SiO2 (thin film)
HfO2 (thin film)
MLD coating
LLE Review, Volume 135

Young’s Modulus E
(GPa)
82
95
130
108

Poisson Ratio
o

0.21
0.17
0.25
0.20

Shear Modulus
n (GPa)
33.9
40.6
52.0
44.7

Bulk Modulus B
(GPa)
47.1
48.0
86.7
60.6
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where o and E are the Poisson ratio and Young’s modulus of the
thin-film coating, U is the Airy stress function, and t and w are
nondimensional quantities defined by t = r/R and w = w/h. For
plate behavior, the appropriate boundary conditions are zero
slope at the center of the blister, no rotations or displacements
at the fixed edges, and w bounded everywhere.
If the nonlinear {p term in Eq. (4) can be neglected, the first
equation can be uncoupled from the second, and the resulting
ordinary differential equation can be written as
t pm + tpl - `St + 1j p = - Pt ,
2

3

(5)

where prime indicates differentiation with respect to t. Two
new nondimensional quantities, S = 12 _1-o 2i vR 2 Eh 2
(residual stress term) and P = 6 _1-o 2i p c R 4 Eh 4 (pressure
term), were introduced for convenience. In the special case
of negligible residual stresses, S = 0 and Eq. (5) reduces to an
equidimensional Euler–Cauchy equation. Applying the boundary conditions, the solution for the v = 0 case is
p _ti = -

Pa 3 k
t -t
8

It was difficult to accurately determine the residual stress v
in the coating because intrinsic stresses vary with deposition parameters, coating age, storage environment, and other
factors. Based on measurements of similar coatings,21–23 the
residual stress was expected to be tensile and in the range of
v = 0 to 150 MPa. We have not considered compressive coatings (typical of energetic-deposition methods). The pressure
developed in the blister pc was also unknown, but we estimated
that the upper limit on pc (for the case of the irreversible decomposition reaction 2H2O2 $ 2H2O + O2 going to completion
in a closed volume) is 254 MPa for a reaction temperature of
60°C, assuming ideal gas behavior for the evolved oxygen gas
and incompressibility for water and peroxide; therefore, we consider blister pressures in the range of pc = 3 MPa to 200 MPa.

43 nm

(6)
46 nm

and
P a 4
2
w _ti = - # pdt =
t -2t + 1k.
32

44 nm
(7)

60 nm
G9920JR

Returning to the general case [Eq. (5)], it can be shown that
the solution for p(t) can be given in terms of modified Bessel
functions of the first and second kinds and the Meijer G function. The solution p(t) could not be readily integrated to find
the blister deflections w _ti in closed form. An approximate
solution was found by expanding all products in the expression for p(t)and integrating term by term. The integrals of all
but one term in the expanded form of p(t) could be expressed
in standard mathematical functions, and the remaining term
was approximated by a five-term power series and integrated.
The resulting approximation for w _ti agreed with the closedform solution [Eq. (7)] for v $ 0. A few specific cases are
now considered.
Geometrical and material properties were selected as follows: E = 108 GPa and o = 0.20 (see Table 135.III), h = 5 nm
(the thickness of the MLD coating), and R = 20 nm (estimated
by measuring the diameter of the first fracture ring in micrographs of typical delamination defects, as shown in Fig. 135.41).
194

Figure 135.41
Measurement of blister diameter.

Figure 135.42 shows blister deformations resulting from
several values of internal pressure pc. The solid curves show
the deformations for an intrinsic stress level of 150 MPa, while
the dashed curves show the zero-intrinsic stress case [that is,
the simple solution in Eq. (7)]. The inset plot shows the 3-MPa
case, which is difficult to resolve in the larger plot, with the
axis limits reset to fit the data. Blister pressure had a profound
effect on the magnitude of deformations. Blister pressures in the
range of 3 to 200 MPa resulted in maximum blister displacements differing by two orders of magnitude: 6-nm maximum
displacement for pc = 3 MPa and 400 nm for pc = 200 MPa. In
contrast, the effect of residual stress was small, with the difference in displacements for the v = 0 and the v = 150-MPa
cases never more than 4%. This is not surprising given that
the stress parameter is S = 0.26 for the v = 150-MPa case, i.e.,
LLE Review, Volume 135
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Figure 135.42
Dependence of blister deformations on internal
blister pressure for intrinsic coating stresses
of zero (dashed curves) and 150 MPa (solid
curves). Inset plot shows a larger view of the
pc = 3-MPa curves.
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small. Note from Eq. (7) that the blister deformation is linear
in the pressure pc.
3. Prediction of Crack Path in Multilayer Coating
and Length-Scale Considerations
In the previous section, we considered a pre-existing circular
debond (interface crack)—that is, we assumed that the MLD
coating was not adhered to the substrate at the blister site,
and the coating was free to deflect in response to pressure. To
explain the characteristic fracture pattern, the interfacial crack
must propagate in response to the pressure loading. If energetically favorable, it is possible for the crack to propagate at first
along the interface, growing the blister to a larger diameter, but
eventually the interface crack must propagate to the surface by
kinking upward into the multilayer.
For an interface crack between two dissimilar materials, the
ratio of the energy release rates for the kinked crack  and the
crack advancing in the interface  0 is given by30
2

c + d

=
0

q=

1- b

2

1+ a2

,

2

+ 2 Re 9cd exp `2i }jC
q2

,
(8)

} = } + f ln _a/hi,

where Re(x) gives the real part of x. The mode mixity angle
} = tan -1 `K 1 K 2j describes the crack loading, where K1 and
K 2 are the mode-1 (opening) and mode-2 (shearing) stressintensity factors, respectively. The corrected } includes a term
that depends on the problem length scale a/h and the bimaterial
constant f. The quantities c, d, and q are dimensionless quantiLLE Review, Volume 135

ties that depend on the material combination and crack kink
angle. The Dundurs material moduli parameters a and b and
bimaterial constant f are defined by31,32

a=

n 1`1-o 2j - n 2`1-o 1j
n 1`1-o 2j + n 2`1-o 1j

,

R
V
j
j
`
`
S
W
1
2
n
1
2
o
n
o
1
2
2
1
1
W,
b= S
2 S n `1-o j - n `1-o j W
1
2
2
1
T
X
1
b
1
p,
f=
ln f
2r
1+ b

(9)

where n1, o1, and n2, o2 are the shear moduli and Poisson
ratios of materials 1 and 2, respectively. Note that the material
mismatch parameters a, b, and f vanish in the homogeneous
case (material 1 = material 2). We take material 1 to be the
substrate and material 2 to be the coating, such that the interface
crack either continues along the material 1/material 2 interface
or kinks upward into material 2 with crack length a at kink
angle ~, as illustrated in Fig. 135.43. If the interface crack is
located between MLD layers rather than between the substrate
and the coating, the layers beneath the crack are grouped with
the substrate as a single material, and the partial multilayer
#2: Coating

a

~

h

#1: Substrate
G9922JR

Figure 135.43
Geometry of kinked crack.
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above the crack is treated as material 2. Mismatch parameters
a, b, and f for relevant material combinations are shown in
Table 135.IV.
Table 135.IV: Values for the Dundurs parameters a and b and
bimaterial modulus f.

Material 1
BK7
BK7
HfO2
SiO2

Material 2
MLD coating
HfO2
SiO2
HfO2

a

b

f

–0.13
–0.23
0.17
–0.17

–0.04
–0.09
0.10
–0.10

0.01
0.03
–0.03
0.03

The ratio of the energy release rates for the kinked crack
and crack advancing in the interface / 0 is plotted versus kink
angle for several values of } in Fig. 135.44 for the case of a
BK7 substrate with a hafnia/silica MLD coating. Parameters
c and d were estimated from the tabulated numerical data of
He and Hutchinson33 using linear interpolation. Note that,
excepting the case of } = 0 (corresponding to a pure mode-1
crack), a local maximum of / 0 exists for a nonzero value of
~, interpreted as an energetically preferred kink angle. The
preferred kink angle ~ p increases with increasingly negative
}, corresponding to a greater mode-2 loading contribution.
The specific value of ~ p can be determined if } is known.
For the case of a pressure-loaded blister with small pc, the
uncorrected mode mixity angle } can be expressed as the
} = 0°
} = –15°
} = –30°
} = –60°
} = –80°
} = –90°

2.0

/0

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
G9923JR
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Figure 135.44
Relationship between energy-release rate ratio / 0 and kink angle for several
mode mixity angles for the BK7/MLD coating material combination.
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solution to tan(}) = –cot(c), where c = c(a, b, h) is a function
of the Dundurs parameters and a geometrical parameter h =
h/H (Ref. 32). When the substrate thickness H is much larger
than the coating thickness h (as in the case of an MLD thinfilm coating on a thick glass substrate), h . 0 and c(a, b, 0)
can be drawn from the tabulated numerical data of Suo and
Hutchinson34 to calculate }. Small pc is considered a good
assumption when pc % p 0, where p 0 is given by32
4

p0 =

16E
dhn .
2 R
`
j
3 1-o

(10)

For the 40-n m-diam blister considered here, p 0 = 7.4 GPa,
and the assumption is quite reasonable for a blister pressure of
a few megapascals. To determine the corrected mode mixity
}, one must know the relevant length scale at which fracture
occurs. To analyze the effect of fracture length scale, we write
}B = }A + f ln a B  Ak, where the mode mixity }A is associated with fracture at the length scale A, and }B with fracture at
the length scale  B. Notice that, since the bimaterial parameter
f is small, this effect will be rather small.
We assume that the mode mixity }A is associated with the
length scale  A comparable to the MLD coating thickness of
h = 5 nm, and we consider two extreme cases for the effects
of the length scale  B. When fracture processes occur at the
length scale  B comparable to the MLD thickness (i.e.,  B =
 A), the correction term f ln ` B  Aj vanishes, and we use
the BK7/MLD mismatch parameters from Table 135.IV to
find that } = –37.4°. On the other hand, when fracture processes are at the length scale  B comparable to the first layer
thickness (t1 = 131 nm), we select the BK7/hafnia mismatch
parameters because the first layer of the MLD coating adjacent
to the BK7 substrate is HfO2. In this case, }A = –35.9° and
f ln _ B  Ai = –5.8°, yielding a corrected mode mixity of } =
–41.7°. The / 0 curves for these two extreme cases are plotted
in Fig. 135.45. Both cases have a broad maximum in the range
of ~ p = 45° to 60°.
Measurements of the crack propagation angles in the SEM
cross-sectional view of a delamination defect are shown in
Fig. 135.46(a), and a closer view in Fig. 135.46(b) shows the
crack’s path through each MLD layer. The crack kinked sharply
upward at the first hafnia layer and whenever it reached an
interface with a new hafnia/silica layer pair. Within the silica
layers (dark bands), the crack curved to a shallower angle,
advancing along a trajectory nearly parallel to the layers as it
approached the next hafnia layer. The kink angles in the hafnia
LLE Review, Volume 135
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2.0

BK7: MLD, B = 5 nm
BK7: HfO2, B = 131 nm

material, the crack veers away from the interface, assuming an
increasingly horizontal trajectory through the compliant layer,
as the energy release rate approaches zero near the interface
with the stiffer material.35 Hafnia is significantly stiffer than
silica, so the fracture pattern in the defect is consistent with
this behavior.
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In our fracture mechanics model, we have used the literature
on the interfacial or kinking cracks in a single layer bonded
to a substrate. Although this analysis gives a fair representation of the kink angle, it does not take into account the full
presence of the multilayer in the crack kinking mechanism:
the multilayer is viewed as an equivalent single-layer coating
with isotropic elastic properties. Of course, the actual multilayer is anisotropic, with different elastic properties parallel to
and normal to the interface with the substrate. A full fracture
mechanics analysis would include the presence of the individual
single layers and, given the pressure in the interfacial crack,
determine the traction variation with distance away from the
crack tip, and therefore find the mode mixity directly. We are
initiating this work.

120

~ (°)
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Figure 135.45
Energy-release-rate ratio versus kink angle for two problem length scales:
fracture involving the full MLD coating and fracture involving only the first
MLD layer. The blue band shows the broad range of energetically preferred
kink angles between ~ = 45° and 60°.

layers (light bands) ranged from ~ = 52° to 66°: comparable
to the preferred angle ~ p calculated in the fracture mechanics
analysis, especially considering that measurements could be
overestimated if the defect were not perfectly bisected during
FIB milling.

Conclusion
A mechanism has been proposed for the formation of
peroxide-induced delamination defects in multilayer coatings.
The mechanism, involving pressure development in a small
cavity in the coating, is supported by experimental results
and microscopic observation of defects. A fracture mechanics
model was developed to explain the deformation and failure
of the MLD. The characteristic fracture pattern of the defect

Within the multilayer, the jagged crack trajectory can be
explained by the relative stiffness of the layers in the MLD
coating. When a crack propagating in a stiffer layer approaches
an interface with a more-compliant layer, the crack tends to
veer toward the interface, shortening its path through the stiff
material. When a crack approaches an interface with a stiffer

(a)
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Figure 135.46
(a) Kink angles measured from an observed crack path in a delamination defect; (b) close-up of the defect cross section near the surface, illustrating crack
trajectories through the layers of hafnia (light bands) and silica (dark bands).
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is found to be consistent with the crack path that maximizes
energy release rate.
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